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—Report of the Commissions appointed
under ~ Act,1952—Held to be of no
evidentiary value in trial of criminal
cases.# 5736
commission of
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
screen offender (Section 201)—Whoever
causes any evidence of the ~ that offence
to disappear.# 5435
—Condition precedent to recording
information about ~ TADA offence.# 5624
commission report
—Sanction under Section 132, Cr. P.C.
on consideration of inquiry ~.# 5424
commission: bar to
—Evidence before ~ user in civil and
criminal proceeding.# 5424
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Commissioner
—Statement made before a ~.# 5741
Commissioner: powers
—and duties.# 5425
Commissions appointed
—Report of the ~ under Commission of
Inquiry Act,1952—Held to be of no
evidentiary value in trial of criminal
cases.# 5736
commit rape
—Attempt to ~.# 5489
committal Court
—Where statement before ~ was stated to
have been given under police pressure.#
5761
committed contempt of
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—False
charge of having ~ court.# 5438
committed
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
screen offender (Section 201)—Principal
offence must have been ~.# 5435
Common gambling house.# 5951
Common intention.# 5888
—and common object.# 5923
—and similar intention.#

5952

common law
—Malice-per ~.# 6160
common object.# 5889
—Common intention and ~.# 5923
Communicate.# 5924
Communication Media.#
Communication
—between spouses during marriage.#
5682
—detention.# 5952
Commutation of.# 5492
Commutation.# 5891, 5952
Company
—or corporation of liable for acts of its
officer under TADA.# 5558
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Compelling reasons.# 5953
—order of acquittal.# 5953
—order of detention.# 5954
Compensation by
—Environment Law—~ industry.# 5344
compensation depends on
—Prisoner’s Right—Determination of ~
capacity of accused.# 5415
compensation for violation
—Grant of ~ of fundamental right.# 5328
Compensation for
—Motor Accident ~ Child.# 6151
Compensation.#
—: Liability of.# 5448
—and damages.# 5892

singled out in ~.# 5432
—Giving or fabricating false evidence
with intent to procure conviction of
offence punishable with imprisonment for
life or imprisonment for a term of seven
years or more. (Section 195)—~.# 5431
Complaints filed by
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—~
informant being proceeded
withComplaint based on same facts
and allegations on which first
information report was
registeredMagistrate cannot take
cognizance of any offence.# 5439

competent Court
—Subject to any order by the ~.# 6281

Compliance of
—mandatory provisions—Failure of.#
5593

competent jurisdiction
—A court of ~.# 5793
Competent witness.# 5682

complice witness
—Reliability of evidence of an ac ~—Rule
of prudence in consideration.# 5735

complainant’s house
—Presence of accused at ~ as witness to
search and seizure proceedings.# 5485
Complaint based on
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—
Complaints filed by informant being
proceeded with~ same facts and
allegations on which first information
report was registeredMagistrate cannot
take cognizance of any offence.# 5439

complied with
—Provision of section not ~.# 5732

complaint except mentioning
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
screen offender (Section 201)—No
allegation in ~ number of section.# 5437
Complaint.# 5954
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—Two
courts below having declined to direct
prosecutionHigh Court is not justified
in directing filing of ~.# 5439
—False statement made in declaration
which is by law receivable as evidence.
(Section 199)—No specific averment

Compromise Decree.# 5893
compulsion of answering
—Safeguard to the ~ questions put to
witness during criminal proceedings.#
5737
Compulsory Bail.# 5893
Compulsory retirement.#

5926

Concept of
—Locus Standi—~ Locus Standi.# 5396
Concerned in.# 5926
—any manner dealing with goods.# 5926
concert
—Person acting in ~.# 6218
Conclusive evidence.# 5893, 5954
conclusive proof
—Burden of ~.# 5854
Concurrent Findings.# 5894
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Subject Index
concurring with
—Simply because witness not ~
suggestion of prosecution would not
make witness hostile.# 5739
Condensed milk.# 5955
Condition for
—Application of—~.# 5263
—Confession—made by accused to
police~ admissibility.# 5594
Condition precedent to
—recording information about
commission of TADA offence.# 5624
condition
—Applicability at ~.# 5249
Conditions of service.# 5926
Condonation of misconduct.# 5955
conduct of prosecuting
—Reflection on ~ agencies for nonexamination of witnesses.# 5735
Conduct of
—the witnesses.# 5683
Conducting a search
—Evidence of investigation of officer ~.#
5690
Confession of co-accused
—stands on a lower level than accomplice
evidence.# 5683
confession to
—Railway property—Statement or ~
R.P.F. officers: use and value.# 5446
Confession.# 5894
—Admissibility against co-accused.#
5595
—Admissibility of—Voluntary nature.#
5595
—Confession—Voluntary and truthful ~.#
5613
—exculpatory.# 5955
—Guidelines.# 5596
—Infirmity in recording.# 5597
—Language of recording of.# 5598
—made by accused to policecondition
for admissibility.# 5594
—Manner of recording.# 5598
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—Meaning of.# 5948
—Non-despatch to ACMM or CJM—When
not fatal.# 5600
—of co-accused—Corroboration—
Absence of.# 5594
—recorded under—Admissibility.# 5594
—Recording of ~.# 6249
—Suspicious circumstances.# 5600
—Two parts.# 5601
—Use of against co-accused.# 5602
—Voluntary and truthful confession.#
5558
Confessional Soliloquy
—is a direct piece of evidence.# 5667
confessional statement of
—Recording ~ TADA offender.# 5608
Confessional statement.# 5548
— In writing, determination.# 5604
—Admissibility.# 5606
—Challenge to recording of.# 5605
—Conviction solely based on ~.# 5549
—Corroboration, necessity.# 5558
—reliance on.# 5548
—reliance on.# 5548
—TADA offence : conviction on sole eyewitness and ~ recorded by police.# 5562
—to CJM or CMM.# 5603
—Voluntary statement.# 5607
Confinement.# 5454
confirmation of death
—Appeal—Maintainability—Appeal from
and ~ sentence by Designated Court.#
5585
confirmation of
—Death sentence—Submission of record
to High Court for ~ death sentence.#
5499
confirming death
—Delay in ~ or disposal of appeal.# 5499
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confiscation.# 5896
—Shall be liable to ~.# 6301
Conjugal rights.# 5927
connection with election
—Information regarding dates and places
of public meetings in ~.# 5714
Conscious Act.# 5896
Conscious decision
—Environment Law—~ after taking them
into account.# 5344
Conscious possession of explosives.#
5559
Conscious Possession.# 5941
Consciousness for
—Environment Law—~ environmental
protection.# 5344
Consent.# 5296
Consent-sexual act.# 5897
consideration of inquiry
—Sanction under Section 132, Cr. P.C.
on ~ commission report.# 5424
consideration.#
—Full value of ~.# 6042
considered to
—Where lantern light ~ be sufficient to
identify appellant.# 5760
Conspiracy.# 5897
Constitute Special Bench for
—Environment Law—Jurisdiction of High
Court to ~ Pollution matter.# 5354
Constitute.# 5927
Constitution
—and Statutes.# 5927
—Environment Law—Whenever a
problem of ecology is brought before the
Court, the Court is bound to bear in
mind Article 48-A of the ~.# 5381
—Interpretation of ~.# 6083
—Preliminary—Act violative of Article 14,
~ ,if.# 5535
—Statute and ~.# 6279

Construction of
—Environment Law—~ dam on Narmada
river.# 5381
construction
—Rule of ~.# 6258
Consult.# 5928
Consultation.# 5928
Consume.# 5928
Consumer Law
—Service-per ~.#

6292

Consumer.# 5928
Consumerism of
—Environment Law—~ Plastic and its
effect.# 5344
consuming intoxicant
—Medical examination and blood test of
accused ~.# 5292
consumption of intoxicant
—Prohibition on ~.# 5292
Consumption.# 5929
—and use.# 5929
—use of sale therein.# 5930
Cont. Act
—Transfer-per T.P. & ~# 6349
contained in
—Regard for public welfare is the basis of
provisions ~.# 5734
Contempt jurisdiction.# 5898
Contempt of Court.# 5277
—False statement made before the
Court—Effect.# 5336
—Public Interest Litigation—Scope of.#
5334
Contempt.# 5898
Continuance of trial
—Preliminary—~ of offence after repeal.#
5535
continuing crime
—Continuing offence ~.#

5957

Continuing default
—or offence.# 5930
Continuing offence.# 5957
—continuing crime.# 5957
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Subject Index
Continuing wrong.# 5899, 5930
Continuous service.# 5931
contrabands
—Accused caught along with ~ during
night hours.# 5482
Contract
—Arising out of or in relation to ~.# 5819
—and law.# 5931
—Interpretation or application of the ~.#
6082
Contract for services.# 5931
Contract killing.# 5899
Contract of service.# 5932
Contract of
—personal service.# 5931
Contractor.# 5932
—Eviction of.#
Contradicting of witnesses.# 5683
Contradicting
—FIR can be used for corroborating, ~ or
discrediting its author.# 5707
contradiction in
—Where High Court utilised a ~ the
evidence of hostile witness.# 5758
contradictions
—Witness must be given opportunity to
explain the ~:5764
contradictory statement
—Where same person making two ~.#
5761
Contrary to law
—and not according to law.# 5932
Contravention of Act.# 5657
Contribution.# 5932

Conviction for
—several offences at one trial— Subject
to the provisions of Section 71, IPC and
other provisions.# 5492
—several offences at one trial.# 5492
—several offences at one trial—
Applicability.# 5492
conviction of offence
—Giving or fabricating false evidence
with intent to procure ~ punishable with
imprisonment for life or imprisonment for
a term of seven years or more. (Section
195)—Ingredients.#
5431
—Giving or fabricating false evidence
with intent to procure ~ punishable with
imprisonment for life or imprisonment for
a term of seven years or more. (Section
195)—Expediency of prosecution.# 5431
—Giving or fabricating false evidence
with intent to procure ~ punishable with
imprisonment for life or imprisonment for
a term of seven years or more. (Section
195)—Complaint.# 5431
conviction on
—TADA offence : ~ sole eye-witness and
confessional statement recorded by
police.# 5562
Conviction solely
—based on confessional statements.#
5549
Conviction.# 5569
—Uncorroborated confessional.# 5580
Co-ownership
—and partnership.# 5933
copies of statements
—Railway property—Investigation:
accused entitled to ~, if.# 5445

Contributory
—Negligence-~.# 6177

copy of
—Non-supply of ~ seizure memo to
detenue.# 5485

Control.# 5932

Copy.# 5933

Conversion.# 5932

Corporation aggregate
—Corporation sole and a ~.# 5933

conviction & sentence
—Third party stranger's jurisdiction to
question correctness of ~.# 5516
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corporation of liable
—Company or ~ for acts of its officer
under TADA.# 5558
Corporation sole
—and a Corporation aggregate.# 5933
Corporation.# 5933

Counsel Claimed privilege
—Camera proceedings—Where ~ under.#
5672
country
—When witnesses have to be examined
beyond frontiers of the ~.# 5755

Corresponding provision.# 5934
corroborate
—One accomplice cannot ~ another.#
5723
—One tainted evidence cannot ~ another
tainted evidence.# 5723
Corroboration by
—independent witnesses.# 5684

course of export
—In the ~.# 6084

corroboration needed
—Nature of ~.# 5720
Corroboration to
—be looked for in case of partisan
witnesses.# 5685
—the evidence.# 5685
corroboration
—Acceptance of evidence without ~.#
5664
—Confessional statement—~ necessity.#
5558, 5606
—Confession—of co-accused—~—
Absence of.#5594
—must be from independent source.#
5684

Court executing
—the decree.# 5935
court of
—A ~ competent jurisdiction.# 5793

Corroborative of
—Statements made under Section 167,
Cr. P.C.—~ what stated earlier.# 5741
Corruption Act
—Public servant-per Prevention of ~.#
6215, 6242
Corruption.# 5941
Corruptly uses
—Using evidence knowing to be false.
(Section 196)—~ or attempts to use as
true or genuine evidence.# 5431
Corruptly.# 5934
Cosmetic.# 5934
Cost.# 5934

course of investigation
—During the ~.# 6001
course of
—In the ~ the employment .# 6084
—In the ~.# 6084
—Sale in ~ inter-State trade.# 6268

Court significance of.# 5936
Court to seek
—assurance of interested evidence from
independent source.# 5686
Court vested in.# 5936
Court witness.# 5686
Court.# 5934
—and tribunal.# 5935
—Any sale held without leave of the ~ of
any of the properties.# 5812
—Assistant of the ~ for procuring
attendance of a witness.# 5672
—Can Examine The Previous Record of
Public Service Rendered by the
Organisation —Can Examine The
Previous Record of Public Service
Rendered by the Organisation Bringing
Public Interest Litigation—What are the
elements of public interest.# 5340
—Can Examine The Previous Record of
Public Service Rendered by the
Organisation Bringing Public Interest
Litigation—Court can examine previous
record.# 5340
—can permit a person, who calls a
witness, to put questions to him.# 5686
—Contempt of Courts—False statement
made before the ~—Effect.# 5336
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Subject Index
—Environment Law—Annihilation of
inhabitants by factory—Effect prayer is
made before ~.# 5343
—Environment Law—Whenever a
problem of ecology is brought before the
~ the Court is bound to bear in mind
Article 48-A of the Constitution.# 5381
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—False
charge of having committed contempt of
~.# 5438
—immediately below.# 5935
—In respect of any reference made to ~.#
6078
—No ~ shall take cognizance.# 6183
—not to assume role of a prosecutor.#
5686
—Production of witnesses with or without
the assistance of the ~.# 5729
—Traditions of the ~.# 6344
—When ~ should not have given undue
importance to the alleged delay in lodging
FIR.# 5753
—Where ~ has to appreciate evidence
given by partisan or interested
witnesses.# 5757
—Where Judge felt unable to accept
evidence of identification in ~ as
satisfactory.# 5760
—Interpretation of statutes—~ should not
place reliance on decisions without
discussion as to how the factual situation
fits in with the fact situation of the
decision.# 5319
courts below
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—Two ~
having declined to direct
prosecutionHigh Court is not justified
in directing filing of complaint.# 5439
Cowle.# 5937
creating pollution
—Environment Law—Duty of the
Government to prevent hazardous and
inherently dangerous activities causing
health hazards and ~.# 5352
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Credibility of
—Evidence—~.# 5690
crime.# 5900
—Attempt ~.# 5844
Criminal act.# 5958
Criminal case
—Interlocutory order- ~.# 6103
—Prohibition to use previous statements
of witnesses under Section 6 of
Commission of Inquiry Act, 1952—No
evidentiary value of report of commission
either in trial of ~.# 5729
—Lacuna in ~.# 6132
—Report of the Commissions appointed
under Commission of Inquiry Act,1952—
Held to be of no evidentiary value in trial
of ~.# 5736
Criminal conspiracy for
—subversive and terrorist activities.#
5550
Criminal Conspiracy.# 5900
—Terrorism, definition—~.# 5553
Criminal contempt.# 5959
—categorised.# 5959
Criminal jurisprudence
—Good faith- ~.# 6048, 6053
Criminal Justice requires
—Prisoner’s Right—~ justice to victim
due to loss of life.# 5413
criminal law.# 5902
—Preliminary—Invocation of TADA Act
when incriminating act answers ordinary
~.# 5536
Criminal negligence.# 5902, 5942
criminal proceeding.# 5902
—Evidence before commission: bar to
user in civil and ~.# 5424
—exclusionary Clause.# 5959
—Safeguard to the compulsion of
answering questions put to witness
during ~.# 5737
—sentence.# 5960
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criminal prosecution on
—Protection of the approver from ~ basis
of his evidence.# 5732
Criminal Prosecution.# 5903
—When witness is cross-examined.#
5686
Criminal trespass.# 5297,5960
criminal trial.# 5903
—Human Rights—Right to speedy ~.#
5393
cross-examination.# 5687
—Right of ~.# 5737
cross-examine witness
—Opportunity to the accused to ~.# 5723
cross-examine
—Party not normally be allowed to ~ its
own witness.#
5726
—Permission to ~ hostile witness not to
be granted merely by asking.# 5726
—Criminal Prosecution—When witness is
~.# 5686
cross-examined on
—When a witness is permitted to be ~
behalf of prosecution.# 5753
Cruelty.# 5904, 5960
—mental cruelty.# 5961
—Nature of.# 5961
—physical and mental.# 5905, 5961
—state of conduct.# 5905, 5962
—to spouse.# 5905, 5962
Cruelty-to spouse.# 5905, 5962
Crushing season.# 5937
Culpable Homicide.# 5963
—Murder- ~.# 6152, 6172
—not amounting to murder.# 5964
Cultivable land.# 5937
Cultivating tenant
—entitled to the benefits of the Act.#
5937
Cultivation.# 5937

Currency of
—the lease.# 5938
Cursus Curiae
—Doctrine of ~.# 5983
Custodia legis.# 5910
Custodial Rape.# 5910
Custodial Violence
—Arrest—Legal duty of Police.# 5323
—Arrest—Requirements of.# 5323
—Custodial Violence and abuse of Police
officers.# 5324
—Encounter by Police not illegal.# 5324
—Fundamental right of detenue.# 5324
—Human Right.# 5322
—Interrogation—Method of.# 5325
—Punitive measures : Ubi jus ibi
remedium.# 5326
Custody.# 5910, 5938
customer
—Banker and ~.# 5849
Customs frontiers of
—India.# 5939
D
dacoits
—Where there is no evidence about
appellant having been one of ~.# 5762
dam on
—Environment Law—Construction of ~
Narmada river.# 5981
damages.# 5971
—Action for account is not for ~.# 5796
—Compensation and ~.# 5892
Damages-categorized.# 5967
Dangerous activity to
—Environment Law—~ pay compensation
loss—nature of the activity carried on.#
5346
dark
—When it was not so ~ as to make
identification impossible.# 5754

Cultivatory possession.# 5938
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Subject Index
date fixed for
—On the ~ scrutiny .# 6193
Date of detention.# 5993
date of suit
—Right of action having not a trade mark
registered on the ~—Effect.# 5643, 5646
Date of
—detention.# 5993
dates and places of
—Information regarding ~ public
meetings in connection with election.#
5714
days in recording
—Case where was delay of about 56 ~
police statement of the witness.# 5673
De novo trial.# 5968
dead body
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
screen offender (Section 201)—Recovery
of ~ at the instance of accused.# 5435
deadly weapon
—Armed with any ~.# 5842
Dealer .# 5972
—Business and ~.# 5864
dealing with goods
—Concerned in any manner ~.# 5926
Death penalty.# 5493
Death sentence.# 5428, 5968
—Death sentence when proper.# 5495
—Death sentence—Submission of record
to High Court for confirmation of ~.#
5498
death
—Circumstances of the transaction,
which resulted in his ~.# 5950
—Soon before her ~.# 6282
Debt .# 5972
Debt owed .# 5972
Deceit.# 5993
Decency .# 5972
—or morality .# 5973
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Decide
—Decision .# 5973
decided in
—Question not to be ~ an application for
injunction—Determination.# 5644, 5645
Decision contrary to
—law and decision not according to law
.# 5973
Decision
—Decide : ~.# 5973
—essence of .# 5974
—Interpretation of statutes—Court’s
should not place reliance on decisions
without discussion as to how the factual
situation fits in with the fact situation of
the ~.# 5319
decisions without discussion
—Interpretation of statutes—Court’s
should not place reliance on ~ as to how
the factual situation fits in with the fact
situation of the decision.# 5319
Declaration
—False statement made in declaration
which is by law receivable as evidence.
(Section 199)—~.# 5432
Declared .# 5974
declared hostile
—Where witness ~.# 5763
declined to
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—Two
courts below having ~ direct
prosecutionHigh Court is not justified
in directing filing of complaint.# 5439
Decomposition .# 5974
Decree .# 5974
—Court executing the ~.# 5935
Deduction of expenses
—Prisoner’s Right—~ from prisoner by
State.# 5414
Deemed to be held .# 5975
Deemed.# 5975
—tenant .# 5975
deems fit
—As he ~.# 5821
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default of payment
—In ~ of fine.# 5502
—In ~ of fine—Imprisonment.# 5502
—In ~ of fine—Life.# 5502
defective definition
—Preliminary—Abet : ~.# 5541
Defence
—struck off .# 5975
Definite portions .# 5975
Definition clause .# 5976
—Interpretation of statutes—~.# 5319,
6083
Definition of
—Cause of action—~.# 5940
—Charged and tried—~.# 5592
definition.#
—Appeal ~.# 5834
—Terrorism, ~—Criminal Conspiracy.#
5553
—Terrorism—~.# 5545
defraud.# 5993
—Intent to ~.# 6080

witness.# 5673
—Whether ~ about 42 hours would have
effect on memory of witness.# 5763
Delegatus
—non potest delegare .# 5976
Delhi Rent Law
—Tenant-per ~.# 6336
delivery or supply
—Transfer, ~.# 6349
Demand of bribe.# 5499
Demurrage .# 5976
Denomination .# 5976
Dentists Act
—State-per ~.# 6315
Depletion of
—Environment Law—~ cattle wealth.#
5362
depose to
—Where a witness has to ~ a large
number of transactions.# 5757
Deposition of witnesses.# 5688

Degradation due to
—Environment Law—~ pollution.# 5346

Depreciation .# 5976

Deity .# 5976
Delay.# 5994
delay and laches
—New plea of ~ in filing application for
injunction in Supreme Court—Effect.#
5643, 5647
—New plea of ~ in filing application for
injunction in

Description .# 5977
Deserter .# 5977

Delay in lodging
—FIR.# 5483
Delay in
—confirming death or disposal of
appeal.# 5499
—recording statement of witness who
wrote dying declaration.# 5688
Delay is trials
—Prisoner’s Right—Right of prisoners—
~.# 54200
delay of
—Case where was ~ about 56 days in
recording police statement of the

Depressed fracture
—Meaning of.# 5990

Designated Court.#
—Appeal—Maintainability—Appeal from
and confirmation of death sentence by
~.# 5585
—Appeal—Maintainability—Trial by ~:
direct appeal to Supreme Court.# 5585
—Bail to TADA offender—duty of ~.#
5618
—Grant of bail by ~.# 5619
—may not convict the TADA accused for
offences under any other law—Validity
of.# 5586
—power to try offences under other
statutes.# 5586
—Procedure and powers of ~.# 5589
Detains.# 5994
Detention order
—Delay—Quashing of.# 5304
—Determination.# 5578
(SC-5)

Subject Index
—Object.# 5432
—Release of.# 5259
detention
—Arrest and ~.# 5844
—Communication ~.# 5952
—Date of ~.# 5993
detenue
—Custodial Violence—Fundamental right
of ~.# 5324
—Non-supply of copy of seizure memo to
~.# 5485
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Dhardhura .# 5979
Dharmada .# 5980
Dharmila .# 5980
direct appeal to
—Appeal—Maintainability—Trial by
Designated Court : ~ Supreme Court.#
5585
direct piece of
—Confessional Soliloquy is a ~ evidence.#
5667

Deterioration .# 5978
Determination of
—Prisoner’s Right—~ compensation
depends on capacity of accused.# 5415
—Railway property—Offence—~.# 5442
Determination
—and order .# 5978
—Confessional statement— In writing,
~.# 5548
—Question not to be decided in an
application for injunction—~.# 5644
—Terrorist act—~.# 5309
—Voluntary confession—~.# 5609

direct prosecution
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—Two
courts below having declined to ~High
Court is not justified in directing filing of
complaint.# 5439

Determine .# 5978
—Association of individuals test to ~.#
5826

Direction .# 5981
—Finding and ~.# 6035
—Sanction and ~.# 6295

determine age of
—Relevant date to ~ accused.# 5265

directs
—Except where Government otherwise
~.# 6014

determined for
—Is ~ any reason .# 6091
Determined
—Habitual, habit and habitually—~.#
6060
determining
—Vital factor in ~ the value of
identification parades.# 5753
deterrence
—Prisoner’s Right—Whether ~ is the
main objective for punishment.# 5421
Detinue.# 5995
Devadayam .# 5978
Devaswoms .# 5978
Development .# 5979
Development work .# 5979
(SC-5)

Direct recruitment .# 5981
directing filing of
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—Two
courts below having declined to direct
prosecutionHigh Court is not justified
in ~ complaint.# 5439

Disappearance of
—Evidence.# 5298
discarded entirely
—Testimony of hostile witness to be ~.#
5744
Discharge .# 5981
—Offence.# 5995
discharge of
—Acting or purporting to act in the ~
official duty.# 5795
—Environment Law—~ effluents in river
Ganga.# 5352
—In the ~ his duties .# 6085
Disclosure in
—evidence of communications made by
husband to the wife.# 5688
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Discovered.# 5996
Discovery
—Search.# 5996
discrediting
—FIR can be used for corroborating,
Contradicting or ~ its author.# 5707
Discrepancy.# 5996
Discretion .# 5981
Discretion conferred by
—the section to be liberally exercised.#
5688
Dishonest intention.# 5996
Dishonestly.# 5997
—Cattle Trespass.# 5997
Dishonestly-per IPC.# 5998
Dishonour of Cheque.# 5499
disposal of appeal
—Delay in confirming death or ~.# 5499
Dispossessed .# 5982
dispute
—Amount or value of subject-matter in
~.# 5804
Disqualification.# 5998
—probation of Offenders Act.# 5998
Disruptive Activities
—Meaning of.# 5560
Distinct offence.# 5999
Distinction of
—Provisions—~.# 5625
Distinction
—Punishment of false evidence.—
Sections 465, 193 and 196~.# 5430
Distinctly .# 5982
Distribution .# 5983
District Judge .# 5983
Dividend .# 5983
Divorce in foreign.# 5261
Divorce.# 5999
Doctrine of Murder.# 5969
Doctrine of
—autrefois acquit.# 5571
—Cursus Curiae .# 5983

document by Court
—Inspection of ~.# 5717
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inquiry.#
—Accused person ~.# 5838
Inquiry-Trial.# 6097
insist on
—When prosecution should ~ an
identification parade.# 5754
Inspection of
—document by Court.# 5717
instance of accused
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
screen offender (Section 201)—Recovery
of dead body at the ~.# 5435
Instigate.# 6097
Institution .# 6097
Institution of
—a case.# 6097
—Before the ~ any suit.# 5850
Instrument .# 6079
insurance .# 6079
—Any policy in ~.# 5811
Insurance Co.
—Liability of ~# 6118
Integrated activities in
—relation to sale.# 6269
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intent to defraud
—With ~.# 6408
intent to injury
—False charge of offence made with ~.
(Section 211)—False charge of having
committed contempt of court.# 5438
—False charge of offence made with ~.
(Section 211)—Statement on oath falsely
supporting prosecution case.# 5439
—False charge of offence made with ~.
(Section 211)—Complaints filed by
informant being proceeded
withComplaint based on same facts
and allegations on which first
information report was
registeredMagistrate cannot take
cognizance of any offence.# 5439
—False charge of offence made with ~.
(Section 211)—Two courts below having
declined to direct prosecutionHigh
Court is not justified in directing filing of
complaint.# 5439
intent to procure
—Giving or fabricating false evidence
with ~ conviction of offence punishable
with imprisonment for life or
imprisonment for a term of seven years
or more. (Section 195)—
Ingredients.#5431
—Giving or fabricating false evidence
with ~ conviction of offence punishable
with imprisonment for life or
imprisonment for a term of seven years
or more. (Section 195)—Expediency of
prosecution.# 5431
—Giving or fabricating false evidence
with ~ conviction of offence punishable
with imprisonment for life or
imprisonment for a term of seven years
or more. (Section 195)—Complaint.#
5431
Intent to
—defraud .# 6080
Intent.# 6097
Intention to annoy.# 6103
Intention.# 6097
—and object-distinction.# 6098
Intercourse.# 6093

Interefere .# 6082
interest of justice
—In the ~.# 6096
interest of revenue
—Assessment prejudicial to ~.# 5823
Interest receivable on
—Income tax-free loan .# 6082
interest
—In the ~ or public order .# 6085
—or share in any contract .# 6081
—Public good and ~ must override
considerations of private good and
interest.# 5733
—Right title and ~.# 6257
interested evidence
—Court to seek assurance of ~ from
independent source.# 5686
Interested witness.# 5717
—Scope.# 5308
—Where Court has to appreciate evidence
given by partisan or ~.# 5757
Interested.#
—and affected .# 6081
—and related .# 6081
—or partisan witnesses.# 5719
interests of
—In the ~.# 6085
Interference by
—High Court.# 5502
—Lower Court.# 5503
Interim Stay.# 6100
Interlocutory order.# 6101
—Magistrate.# 6156
—Criminal case.# 6103
—Expression ‘~’ in Section 19—
Meaning.# 5109
intermingled
—Where truth and falsehood are ~.#
5762
Interpretation of statutes
—Court’s should not place reliance on
decisions without discussion as to how
the factual situation fits in with the fact
situation of the decision.# 5319
—Definition clause.# 5319
(SC-5)

Subject Index
—Whether the jurisdiction of Court is
ousted or not?.# 5320
Interpretation of
—Constitution .# 6083
—statutes .# 6083
Interpretation
—or application of the contract .# 6082
inter-State trade
—Sale in course of ~.# 6268
Inter-State
— Trade and Commerce .# 6083
Introduced .# 6087
Introduction
—Scope and nature of Public Interest
Litigation.# 5317
investigating officer
—General denunciation of ~.# 5708
Investigating.# 6101
Investigation by CBI
—Sustainability.# 5657
Investigation in
—a rape case.# 5485
investigation.# 5571
Iron and Steel .# 6090
Irregularity .# 6091
Irreparable injury.# 6105
Is armed.# 6105

—High Court not agreeing with the view
taken by ~—No ground to reverse order of
acquittal.# 5709
—Transfer of ~.# 6346
judged on
—Every case to be ~ its own facts.# 5690
judges of court
—Difference of opinion between ~ on
point of sentence.# 5499
Judgment .# 6107
judgment is pronounced
—At any time before ~.# 5828
judicial act
—Legislative act and ~.# 6126
—Judicial and quasi ~.# 6107
Judicial and quasi
—judicial acts .# 6107
Judicial Confession.# 6108
Judicial decision .# 6019
Judicial discretion .# 6109
Judicial Notice.# 6108
judicial order
—Administrative and ~.# 5789
judicial to Police
—Preliminary—Transfer of Custody from
~ or vice versa.# 5539
Jurisdiction .# 6109
Just and equitable .# 6110

Is charging .# 6091

Just compensation.# 6108

Issue .# 6092
Issue estoppel .# 6092
J
Jaggery.# 6111
Jagir .# 6106
Joint venture .# 6107
Judge felt
—Where ~ unable to accept evidence of
identification in Court as satisfactory.#
5760
judge
—As it may ~.# 5821
(SC-5)
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Just ground .# 6110
justice to victim
—Prisoner’s Right—Criminal Justice
requires ~ due to loss of life.# 5413
justice
—Failure of ~.# 6025
—Miscarriage of ~.# 6149
ustified in
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—Two
courts below having declined to direct
prosecutionHigh Court is not ~
directing filing of complaint.# 5439
justly due
—Legally and ~.# 6126
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Juvenile.# 6109
K

large number of
—Where a witness has to depose to a ~
transactions.# 5757
last drawn
—Full Wages ~.# 6042

Kanom tenure .# 6111

Last resided.# 6132

Kapal giras .# 6112

law for
—Any other ~ the time being in force.#
5833

Keeping a brothel .# 6112
keeping.# 5793
—Acquires possession or ~.# 5793
Kept .# 6113
Kept for use.# 6112
Khandani.# 6112
Khas Possession .# 6113
Knowing
—or having reason to believe.# 6115
Knowledge .# 6115
—and reason to believe.# 3115
Known source of
—Income .# 6071
Known
—Explained.# 6114
Koduthu Vanghi .# 6115
L
Lacuna in
—criminal cases.# 6132
lading
—Clear bill of ~.# 5918
Lamination .# 6117
Land appurtenant .# 6122
Land grabber.# 6117
Land revenue .# 6123
Land.# 6127
—and Loan .# 6127
—Annual value of ~.# 5806
—Transfer of ~.# 4310
Landlord .# 6122
lantern light
—Where ~ considered to be sufficient to
identify appellant.# 5760

Law in force .# 6124
law receivable
—False statement made in declaration
which is by ~ as evidence. (Section 199)—
Ingredients.# 5432
—False statement made in declaration
which is by ~ as evidence. (Section 199)—
Object.# 5432
—False statement made in declaration
which is by ~ as evidence. (Section 199)—
Declaration.# 5432
—False statement made in declaration
which is by ~ as evidence. (Section 199)—
Touching any point material.# 5432
—False statement made in declaration
which is by ~ as evidence. (Section 199)—
No specific averment singled out in
complaint.# 5432
law relating to
—The ~ General Sales Tax.# 6370
law
—Contract and ~.# 5931
—Decision contrary to ~ and decision not
according to law .# 5973
—Designated Court—may not convict the
TADA accused for offences under any
other ~—Validity of.# 5586
—Due process of ~.# 5985
—Equal Protection of ~.# 6010
—Procedure established by ~.# 6228
—Rule of ~.# 6258
—Special and local ~.# 6257
lawyer
—Right to be represented by ~.# 5423
Lease of land .# 6125
Lease
—and Lend .# 6125
(SC-5)

Subject Index
—Currency of the ~.# 5938
—Granting of ~.# 6053
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liable to
—Shall be ~ confiscation.# 6301

Leave .# 6125
leave of
—Any sale held without ~ the Court of
any of the properties.# 5812

Libelous Conduct.# 6120
liberally exercised
—Discretion conferred by the section to
be ~.# 5688

Legal duty of
—Custodial Violence—Arrest—~ Police.#
5324
Legal fictions .# 6126

Lie .# 6121
Life Convict.# 5505

legal justice
—Natural justice and ~.# 6176
Legal malice.# 6118
Legal representative .# 6126
Legality of.# 6126
Legally
—and justly due .# 6126
Legislative Competence of
—Preliminary—~ TADA Act.# 5536
Legislative contract .# 6127
Legislature .# 6127
—Passed by such ~.# 6203
Lend
—Lease and ~.# 6125
Leniency.#
lent corroboration to
—Where FIR ~ testimony of a witness.#
5758
Let or intended to
—be let separately .# 6127
let separately
—Let or intended to be ~.# 6127
Lethal Weapon.# 6118
Letters of Credit .# 6127
Levy .# 6128
Liability .# 6128
Liability incurred .# 6128
Liability of
—Compensation : ~.# 5448
liable for acts
—Company or corporation of ~ of its
officer under TADA.# 5558
(SC-5)

Life Imprisonment.# 5505
Life Insurance .# 6129
life
—Imprisonment for ~.# 6068
—In default of payment of fine—~.# 5502
—Transportation for ~.# 6350
life-Term
—Imprisonment for ~.# 6068
Light Motor Vehicle.# 6021
light of lantern
—Accused could be identified in the ~.#
5667
likely to
—Is ~ be needed .# 6091
—Is needed, is ~ be needed, likely .#
6091
limitation
—Filing of charge-sheet : ~.# 5619
Line clear .# 6129
list of witnesses
—Presentation of ~.# 5727
Litigation .# 6129
—Introduction—Scope and nature of
Public Interest ~.# 5317
Loan .# 6129
—Interest receivable on Income tax-free
~.# 6082
—Land and ~.# 6127
Local area .# 6130
Local authority .# 6130
Locus Standi.#
—Concept of Locus Standi.# 5396
—Environment—Maintainability of.#
5407
—Petition by third party.# 5406
—Rehabilitation of Prostitutes.# 5406
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looked for
—Corroboration to be ~ in case of
partisan witnesses.# 5685
Loom .# 6131

maintenance of
—Acting in any manner prejudicial to the
~ public order.# 5795

Loss .# 6131

—Where same person ~ two contradictory
statement.# 5761

Lower Court
—Interference by ~.# 5502
lower level
—Confession of co-accused stands on a ~
than accomplice evidence.# 5683
Lower sentence
—when proper.# 5506
M

Maintenance.# 6157

Makkathayam .# 6135
Mala fides.# 6158
Malafide exercise of
—power .# 6135
Malice in law.# 6168
Malice.# 6135
—per common law.# 6160
Malicious.# 6160
Malik .# 6136

made by accused
—Confession—~ to policecondition for
admissibility.# 5594

Malik Kamil
—and Naslan-Bad-Naslin .# 6135
Malik mustakil .# 6137

made by husband
—Disclosure in evidence of
communications ~ to the wife.# 5688

Malkiyat .# 6137

made in FIR
—Use of statement ~.# 5752
made in
—Claim of privilege to be ~ the form of an
affidavit.# 5681

Manage .# 6137
Manager .# 6137
Mandamus .# 6137
mandatory provisions
—Compliance of ~—Failure of.# 5593
Manner and form .# 6138

Magistrate.# 6156
—Interlocutory order-~.# 5439

Manner of recording
—Confession—~.# 5598

main objective for
—Prisoner’s Right—Whether deterrence is
the ~ punishment.# 5421

manner prejudicial to
—Acting in any ~ the maintenance of
public order.# 5795

Maintainability of appeal
—Scope.# 5267

manner.#
—Acting in a ~.# 5795
—Concerned in any ~ dealing with
goods.# 5926

Maintainability of
—Appeal under—~.# 5266
—writ petition.# 5633
Maintainability
—Appeal—~.# 5813
—Appeal—~—Appeal from and
confirmation of death sentence by
Designated Court.# 5585
—Appeal—~—Trial by Designated Court :
direct appeal to Supreme Court.# 5585

Manufacture .# 6138
Manufacturing process .# 6140
Manufacturing purposes .# 6140
manufacturing
—Goods intended for use in the ~ or
processing .# 6051
Market .# 6140
Market value .# 6140
(SC-5)

Subject Index
marriage
—Communication between spouses
during ~.# 5682
—Solemnization of ~.# 6275
Master Servant
—and Independent Contractor .# 6141
Material alteration .# 6141
Material facts.# 6162
—and particulars .# 6141
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—Human Rights—Beggar—~.# 5384
—Modesty—~.# 6149
—Obiter dicta—~.# 6195
—Parole—~.# 6245
—Post dated cheque—~.# 6239
—Preventive detention—~.# 6240
—Prisoner’s Right—Prison—~.# 5416
—Prisoner’s Right—Reparation—~.# 5413
—Review—~.# 6261
—Terrorist activities—~.# 5309
—Void—~.# 6400

matter of fact
—Question of ~.# 6246

Medical evidence.# 5301

Matter of religion .# 6142
Matter relating to
—employment .# 6141

Medical examination
—and blood test of accused consuming
intoxicant.# 5292

matter
—Apprehension that disclosure may
adversely affect head of department etc.
has no relevance in the ~.#

Medical System.# 6163

Maufidar .# 6142
Mauje .# 6142
Maximum or deterrent.# 5507
—Miscellaneous.# 5507
Maximum period .# 6143
May .# 6143
May and shall .# 6143
May and shall-per CrPC.# 6168
may not convict
—Designated Court—~ the TADA accused
for offences under any other law—
Validity of.# 5586
Meaning
—‘A bank’ and ‘the bank’—~ and scope.#
5846
—Expression ‘interlocutory order’ in
Section 19—~.# 5614
—Terrorism—~.# 5543
Meaning of
—Confession—~.# 5948
—Depressed fracture—~.# 5990
—Disruptive Activities—~.# 5560
—Dowry— ~.# 5990
—Environment Law—Polluter pays
principle—~.# 5342
—Gratification—~.# 6053
(SC-5)

Medical Negligence.# 6155
member of parliament
—Privileges and immunities of ~—
Scope.# 5252
memorandum of
—Appeal and ~ appeal distinction.# 5814
—Appeal and ~.# 5812
memory of witness
—Whether delay of about 42 hours would
have effect on ~.# 5763
Mens Rea.# 6144
Mens rea conviction.# 5313
mental cruelty.# 5961
—Cruelty ~.# 5961
Merit .# 6144
Mesne profit .# 6144
Metal .# 6144
Method of
—Custodial Violence—Interrogation—~.#
5325
Migrate .# 6144
Migrated .# 6145
Migration .# 6145
Mine .# 6145
Mineral .# 6146
Minimum Sentence.# 5508
Minimum Wages .# 6146
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Mining lease .# 6146
mining
—Goods used in ~.# 6052
Minor offence.# 6165
Minority .# 6146
Miscarriage of
—Justice.# 6149
Miscellaneous.# 5507
—Maximum or deterrent—~.# 5507
Misconduct in office .# 6148
Misconduct of
—Advocate.# 6149
Misconduct.#
—per Adv. Act.# 6148
Mistake .# 6152
Mistake apparent
—from the record .# 6153
Mitigating Circumstances.# 5508
Mode of contradicting
—previous statement.# 5764
Modesty.# 6149
—Meaning of.# 6154
Modification .# 6153
Modify .# 6154
Money lender .# 6154
morality
—Decency or ~.# 5973
Motive.# 6150
Motor Accident
—Compensation for Child.# 6151
multiples
—Equivalent to 3 ~.# 6011
Municipal Borough .# 6154
Municipal District .# 6154
Municipality .# 6154
Murder by
—Police Officer.# 5509
murder of victim
—Attempt to commit ~.# 5567
Murder.#
—Culpable Homicide.# 5906
Mutual Provocation.# 6152

N
Narco Analysis Test.# 6174
Narcotic drug.# 6183
Narcotic.# 6138
Narmada river
—Environment Law—Construction of
dam on ~.# 5381
Naslan-Bad-Naslin
—Malik Kamil and ~.# 6136
National flag.# 6174
Natural Justice .# 6176
—and legal justice.# 6176
natural witnesses
—Evidence of ~.# 5691
Nature of allegations
—Environment Law—~—Protect the
society from the so-called Environment
Law— protectors.# 5353
nature of Public Interest
—Introduction—Scope and ~ Litigation.#
5317
Nature of
—corroboration needed.# 5720
—Environment Law—Dangerous activity
to pay compensation loss—~ the activity
carried on.# 5346
Necessity of
—When ~ identification parade arises ?.#
5754
necessity
—Confessional statement—
Corroboration, ~.# 5558
need of
—Arms and ammunition : possession of
both :~.# 5567
neglected
—Human Rights—Human rights of ~ and
exploited segments of the society.# 5390
Negligence .# 6174
Negligence by
—Environment Law—Right to life—~
Government.# 5357
(SC-5)

Subject Index
Negligence.#
—Contributory.# 5942
—Rashness & ~ & Carelessness.# 6248
Nemo debet bis vexari pro una et eadem
causa.# 6177
Nemo debet esse judex in propria causa
.# 6181
Net Wealth .# 6181
New entrant .# 6181
New Law
—Environment Law—Evolution of ~—
Role in the process of social
transformation.# 5352
New plea of
—delay and laches in filing application
for injunction in Supreme Court—
Effect.# 5643
—delay and laches in filing application
for injunction in 5647

XLIII

non-examination of
—Reflection on conduct of prosecuting
agencies for ~ witnesses.# 5735
Non-recurring .# 6182
Non-supply of
—copy of seizure memo to detenue.#
5485
normal circumstances.#
—Otherwise than under ~.# 6197
normally be allowed
—Party not ~ to cross-examine its own
witness.# 5726
Notes.# 6179
Notice of
—Award.# 6180
Notice.# 6179
Notification
—Preliminary—~ : area as notified area.#
5542

night hours
—Accused caught along with
contrabands during ~.# 5482

notified area
—Preliminary—Notification : area as ~.#
5542

No allegation in
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
screen offender (Section 201)—~
complaint except mentioning number of
section.# 5437

Notwithstanding .# 6182

No fault liability.# 6177
No specific averment
—False statement made in declaration
which is by law receivable as evidence.
(Section 199)—~ singled out in
complaint.# 5432
Noise Pollution.# 6178
Noise.# 6138
Nomination of committee
—by one of the parties .# 6182
non-access
—Access and ~.# 5779
Non-despatch to
—Confession—~ ACMM or CJM—When
not fatal.# 5600

(SC-5)

Nuisance.# 6181
number of section
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
screen offender (Section 201)—No
allegation in complaint except mentioning
~.# 5437
Number of witnesses.# 5721
O
oath falsely
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—Statement
on ~ supporting prosecution case.# 5439
Obiter dicta
—Meaning of.#

6195

Obiter dictum
—/ratio decidendi.# 6185
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Object of
—Preliminary—~ the Act and
construction.# 5536
Object
—False statement made in declaration
which is by law receivable as evidence.
(Section 199)—~.# 5432
object-distinction
—Intention and ~.# 6098
Obscenity.# 6186
Obtained .# 6185
obtained by Commission
—Attachment of property ~ of TADA
Offence.# 5582
obtained from Commission
—Seizure of property derived or ~ of
Terrorist Act.# 5583
Obtaining mineral .# 6189
Occasion .# 6189
Occupant .# 6189
Occupation .#
—Business profession vocation or ~.#
5865
Occupier .# 6190
occupy
—Family and ~.# 6025
occurrence
—Where witnesses obtained serious
injuries at the ~.# 5763
Octroi .# 6190
—and terminal tax .# 6190
—Exemption from.# 5653
ocular evidence
—Appreciation of ~.# 5670
of accused
—Release—~.# 5259
of co-accused
—Confession—~—Corroboration—
Absence of.# 5594
offence made with
—False charge of ~ intent to injury.
(Section 211).# 5438
—False charge of ~ intent to injury.
(Section 211)—False charge of having

committed contempt of court.# 5438
—False charge of ~ intent to injury.
(Section 211)—Statement on oath falsely
supporting prosecution case.# 5439
—False charge of ~ intent to injury.
(Section 211)—Complaints filed by
informant being proceeded
withComplaint based on same facts
and allegations on which first
information report was
registeredMagistrate cannot take
cognizance of any offence.# 5438
—False charge of ~ intent to injury.
(Section 211)—Two courts below having
declined to direct prosecutionHigh
Court is not justified in directing filing of
complaint.# 5439
Offence of rape.# 6198
offence punishable
—Giving or fabricating false evidence
with intent to procure conviction of ~
with imprisonment for life or
imprisonment for a term of seven years
or more. (Section 195).# 5431
offence to disappear
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
screen offender (Section 201)—Whoever
causes any evidence of the commission of
that ~.# 5435
Offence under Act.# 5587
Offence under.# 5516
—two different Acts.# 5516
offence.#
—Continuing default or ~.# 5930
—Discharge- ~.# 5981
—Person accused of an ~.# 6238
—proof of.# 5560
—Railway property—~—Determination
of.# 5442
—Taking cognizance of ~.# 6329
offence-per CPC
—Taking cognizance of an ~.# 6329
offence-per CrPC
—Taking cognizance of ~.# 6329
offences under
—Designated Court—may not convict the
(SC-5)

Subject Index
TADA accused for ~ any other law—
Validity of.# 5586
—Designated Court—power to try ~ other
statutes.# 5586
Offenders Act
—Disqualification-probation of ~.# 5998
Office .# 6190
—Assignment of his ~.# 5825
Officer in
—charge of a police station.# 6188
officer inquiring
—Railway property—Bar to filing
complaint by ~.# 5445
officer under TADA
—Company or corporation of liable for
acts of its ~.# 5558
officer
—Evidence of investigation of ~
Conducting a search.# 5602
Official communications.# 5722
official duty.#
—Acts performed in execution of ~.#
5795
—Acting or purporting to act in the
discharge of ~.# 5795
—Explained.# 6196
officiating
—Temporary and ~.# 6335
—Temporary/~.# 6335
omnibus
—Falsus in uno falsus in ~.# 6023
—Falsus in uno falsus in ~—
Inapplicability.# 6047
on probation
—Release—~—Grounds of.# 5265
on trial
—Accused ~.# 5837
On whose behalf .# 6191
One accomplice
—cannot corroborate another.# 5723
one month
—Not less than ~.# 6182
One tainted evidence
—cannot corroborate another tainted
evidence.# 5723
(SC-5)
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one trial
—Conviction for several offences at ~—
Subject to the provisions of Section 71,
IPC and other provisions.# 5492
—Conviction for several offences at ~.#
5492
—Conviction for several offences at ~—
Applicability.# 5492
Open market .# 6191
operates
—Bar prescribed under—When ~.# 5672
Opinion .# 6191
opinion of
—In the ~.# 6086
—Substitution of ~ medical expert.# 5743
opportunity to explain
—Witness must be given ~ the
contradictions :5764
Opportunity to
—the accused to cross-examine witness.#
5723
Oppressive .# 6191
Or is otherwise invalid .# 6193
Or otherwise .# 6193
Oral testimony of
—a witness.# 5723
order by
—Subject to any ~ the competent Court
.# 6281
Order for
—the recovery of possession of any
premises .# 6192
Order of acquittal
—by High Court upheld.# 5724
—Compelling reasons ~.# 5953
—High Court not agreeing with the view
taken by Judge—No ground to reverse
~.# 5709
order of Court
—Breach of ~.# 5867
order of detention
—Compelling reasons ~.# 5954
order of
—Arising out of ~ the tribunal.# 5818
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order
—Determination and ~.# 5978
ordered
—Anything done or ~ to be done.# 5841
Ordinarily .# 6192
Ordinarily resident .# 6193
Organisation Bringing
—Court Can Examine The Previous
Record of Public Service Rendered by the
~ Public Interest Litigation.# 5340
—Court Can Examine The Previous
Record of Public Service Rendered by the
~ Public Interest Litigation—What are the
elements of public interest.# 5340
—Court Can Examine The Previous
Record of Public Service Rendered by the
~ Public Interest Litigation—Court can
examine previous record.# 5340
original loan
—Principal of the ~.# 6227
Other authorities .# 6194
Other information .# 6193
Otherwise .# 6194
Otherwise invalid .# 6195
Our Government .# 6195
override considerations of
—Public good and interest must ~ private
good and interest.# 5733
Overtime .# 6195
Owelty .# 6195
own facts
—Every case to be judged on its ~.# 5690
own statement
—Where witness confronted with his ~.#
5763
own witness
—Party not normally be allowed to crossexamine its ~.# 5726
—Question by party to his ~.# 5733
Owner .# 6195
P

Paid.# 6201
Panchayat.# 6202
Pape.# 6202
Paranoid schizophrenia.# 6204
pardon on accused
—Effect of tender of ~.# 5690
Pardon.# 6204
Parenteral.# 6202
Pari passu.# 6205
Parit.# 6205
Parole.# 6206
—Meaning of.# 6245
Particeps criminis.# 6237
particular document
—Question whether any ~ answers the
description.# 5734
particulars
—Material facts and ~.# 6141
Parties
—Envronment Law—Impleadment of—~.#
6182
Nomination of committee by one of the
~.# 6182
—Signed by ~.# 6304
Partisan witness.# 5724
—Corroboration to be looked for in case
of ~.# 5685
—Interested or ~.# 5719
partition.# 6202
—Transfer and ~.# 6346
partnership
—Co-ownership and ~.# 5933
Party
—not normally be allowed to crossexamine its own witness.# 5726
Passed by
—such Legislature .# 6203
Passing off action
—Requirement.# 5643
Passport.# 6203
Past record.# 5428
Pasupu Kumkuma.# 6203
(SC-5)

Subject Index
Pater est quem nuptiae demonstrant.#
6206
patient to
—Value of communication by the ~ the
treating Doctor in evidence.# 5752
Patwari
—and headman.# 6203
Pawn.# 6215
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Permitted increase.# 6217
permitted to
—When a witness is ~ be cross-examined
on behalf of prosecution.# 5753
Person accused of
—an offence.# 6238
Person accused.# 6238
Person acting in
—concert.# 6218

pay compensation loss
—Environment Law—Dangerous activity
to ~—nature of the activity carried on.#
5346
pay of
—In the service or ~ the Government .#
6086

Person in charge.# 6220
person known to
—Where accused ~ the witness.# 5756

payment of fine
—In default of ~.# 5502
—In default of ~—Imprisonment.# 5502
—In default of ~—Life.# 5502

person or witness
—Statement made by a ~.# 5741
person residing with
—Tenant or any ~ tenant.# 6336

Penal provision.# 6216

person.# 6218
—Previous statement of witness before
another ~.# 5728
—Where injuries on the ~ of the accused
not explained.# 5759
—Where same ~ making two
contradictory statement.# 5761
Personal expense.# 6219

Penal statutes.# 6216
Penalty for
—Railway property—~ unlawful
possession.# 5443
Penalty.# 6215
pending proceedings
—Preliminary—Repeal of TADA : effect on
~.# 5533
Pending.# 6216
Penetrate.# 6235
—Explained.# 6235
Penology.# 5509
Pension.# 6217
Period Jurisdiction of
—Special Court.#
Permanent.# 6217
Permission to
—cross-examine hostile witness not to be
granted merely by asking.# 5726
Permission
—has not been granted.# 6217
permit a person
—Court can ~ , who calls a witness, to
put questions to him.# 5686
(SC-5)

Person aggrieved.# 6218
Person having interest.# 6220

Personal injuries.# 6238
personal liberty.# 6219
—Human Rights—Restraints on ~.#
5386
Personal office.# 6220
personal service
—Contract of ~.# 5931
Person-per IPC.# 6237
Persuasion.# 6220
Pertaining to.# 6220
Pet animal.# 6221
Petition alleging
—Environment Law—~ environmental
pollution—Whether every citizen have
fundamental right.# 5355
Petition by
—Locus Standi—~ third party.# 5406
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Picketing.# 6221
piece of evidence5711
—Identification at test identification
parade is the highest corroborative ~.#
5711
Pious purposes.# 6221
Pith and substance.# 6208
Place of execution
—of sentence of imprisonment for life—
Determination.# 5258
place reliance on
—Interpretation of statutes—Court’s
should not ~ decisions without
discussion as to how the factual situation
fits in with the fact situation of the
decision.# 5319
Planning.# 6222
Plant.# 6222
Plastic
—Environment Law—Consumerism of ~
and its effect.# 5644
—Articles made of ~.# 5820
Platter
—Software, Hard Disk, ~.# 6308
plea
—Identification on the ~ that the
witnesses.# 5712
Ply-wood.# 6222
Point of cognizance.# 6239
point of sentence
—Difference of opinion between judges of
court on ~.# 5499
Police Constable
—Trustworthy evidence of ~.# 5750
Police Diary
—Entries in ~.# 6007
Police Officer.# 6222
—Confessional statement—recorded by
~—Substantive piece of evidence.# 5483
—Murder by ~.# 5509
—Custodial Violence—Custodial Violence
and abuse of ~.# 5324
police pressure
—Where statement before committal

Court was stated to have been given
under ~.# 5761
police statement of
—Case where was delay of about 56 days
in recording ~ the witness.# 5673
police statement
—Where approver did not come out with
all facts when he gave his ~.# 5757
police station.#
—Officer in charge of a ~.# 6188
Police
—Custodial Violence—Arrest—Legal duty
of ~.# 5323
—General bar against use of statements
of witnesses made before ~ during
investigation.# 5708
—Statements made before the ~.# 5741
political offices
—High public or ~.# 6056
Political Rivalry.# 5509
Polluter pays principle
—Environment Law—~—Meaning of.#
5342
Pollution matter
—Environment Law—Jurisdiction of High
Court to Constitute Special Bench for ~.#
5354
pollution.#
—Environment Law—Degradation due to
~.# 5346
Poorer and working
—classes.# 6222
Poppy husk.# 6208
Possessed by.# 6223
Possessed.# 6223
Possession nature of
—Railway property—~.# 5442
Possession of arms.# 6223
possession of both
—Arms and ammunition :~: need of.#
5567
Possession of Drugs.# 5509
possession of.#
—Acquittal—Weapon—Failure to prove
(SC-5)

Subject Index
~.# 5566
—Order for the recovery of ~ any
premises .# 6192
—unauthorised arms.# 5571
—unlicensed fire-arm in area notified
under TADA.# 5574
—weapon without licence.# 5575
—weapon.# 6131
Possession.#
—per TADA Act.# 6209
Post dated cheque.# 6239
—Meaning of.# 6243
Post Mortem.# 6209
Post under State.# 6224
Posting.# 6224
potest delegare
—Delegatus non ~.# 5976
Power of arrest.# 5447
Power of Court
—to release on probation—Scope.# 5264
Power of Judge
—to put question to witnesses.# 5728
Powers of
—Chief Justice.# 5450
—Procedure and ~ Designated Court.#
5589
—Revealing Serious Scandal in
Functioning of Some Subordinate
Court—~ High Court.# 5422
power to try
—Designated Court—~ offences under
other statutes.# 5586
Power to
—Impose Sentence.# 6210
power.# 6135
—Malafide exercise of ~.# 6135
Powers of court.# 5510
spracticable
—As far as ~.# 5821
Practice.# 6224
Preamble.# 6224
—Duty of Court.# 5533
Preamble.# 6224
Predatory intent.# 6225
(SC-5)
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Predatory.# 6225
Prefer an appeal.# 6225
Preliminary Enquiry.# 6210
Preliminary.#
—Abet : defective definition.# 5541
—Continuance of trial of offence after
repeal.# 5535
—Invocation of TADA Act when
incriminating act answers ordinary
criminal law.# 5536
—Legislative Competence of TADA Act.#
5536
—Notification : area as notified area.#
5542
—Object of the Act and construction.#
5536
—Quashing a proceeding under TADA
Act by High Court under inherent
power.# 5761
—Repeal of TADA : effect on pending
proceedings.# 5533
—Screening Committee to review TADA
case.# 5537
—TADA Offence : inference by High Court
in writ jurisdiction.# 5537
—Transfer of Custody from judicial to
Police or vice versa.# 5539
—Vires of the Act.# 5539
Premature delivery.# 6226
Premature Writ.# 6210
Premeditation.# 5510
Premises including precincts.# 6226
Premises.# 6226
Premium.# 6226
prepared by
—Sketch map ~ Sub-Inspector.# 5739
prescribed in
—Certificate and memorandum—Nonwriting in the same form and terms as ~
the Rule.# 6086
prescribed manner
—In the ~.# 6086
prescribed.# 6226
—Business or under this Act or as may
be ~.# 5865
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Presence of accused
—at complainant’s house as witness to
search and seizure proceedings.# 5485
Present in person.# 6227
Presentation of
—list of witnesses.# 5727
Presentence hearing.# 6227
Presumption of fact.# 6211
Presumption
—Scope for.# 6235
prevent hazardous
—Environment Law—Duty of the
Government to ~ and inherently
dangerous activities causing health
hazards and creating pollution.# 5352
Prevention of
—Public servant-per ~ Corruption Act.#
6215
Preventive approach.# 5428
Preventive detention.#
—and punitive detention.# 6240
—chapter 108.#
—Meaning of.# 5555
Previous Record of
—Court Can Examine The ~ Public
Service Rendered by the Organisation
Bringing Public Interest Litigation.# 5340
—Court Can Examine The ~ Public
Service Rendered by the Organisation
Bringing Public Interest Litigation—What
are the elements of public interest.# 5340
—Court Can Examine The ~ Public
Service Rendered by the Organisation
Bringing Public Interest Litigation—Court
can examine previous record.# 5340
Previous statement of
—a person not examined as witness—
Whether can be used.# 5728
—witness before another person.# 5728
—Prohibition to use ~ witnesses under
Section 6 of Commission of Inquiry Act,
1952—No evidentiary value of report of
commission either in trial of criminal
case.# 5729
previous statement
—FIR to be used as a ~.# 5707

—Mode of contradicting ~.# 5764
—Use of ~.# 5751
prima facie case
—Cognizance of offence when chargesheet betrays ~.# 5589
Principal of
—the original loan.# 6227
Principal offence
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
screen offender (Section 201)—~ must
have been committed.# 5435
Principal
—and scope.# 5728
principle of assessment
—Well-accepted ~ of evidence.# 5753
Principle.# 6227
—and scope of the section.# 5729
Principles governing punishments.#
5510
Prison labour.# 5254
Prison
—Prisoner’s Right—~—Meaning of.# 5413
—chapter 114 #
prisoner by State
—Prisoner’s Right—Deduction of
expenses from ~.# 5414
Prisoner’s Right.# 5416
—Criminal Justice requires justice to
victim due to loss of life.# 5413
—Deduction of expenses from prisoner by
State.# 5414
—Determination of compensation depends
on capacity of accused.# 5415
—General.# 5411
—Prisoner’s right.# 5416
—Prisoner’s Right—~.# 5416
—Prison—Meaning of.# 5413
—Remuneration of prisoners.# 5415
—Reparation—Meaning of.# 5413
—Right of prisoners—Delay is trials.#
5420
—Right to life of prisoners.# 5389
—Wage rates for prisoners.# 5420
—Whether deterrence is the main
objective for punishment.# 5421
(SC-5)

Subject Index
prisoners
—Prisoner’s Right—Wage rates for ~.#
5420
private good
—Public good and interest must override
considerations of ~ and interest.# 5733

Production of
—witness.# 5249
Profession.# 6228

Private international law.# 6227
Privileges
—and immunities of member of
parliament—Scope.# 5252

Professional misconduct.# 6229
Professional Service
—Technical Service-~.# 6333

probation of
—Disqualification- ~ Offenders Act.#
5998
Probation.# 6211
—Grant of.# 5265
Probationer.# 6019
problem of ecology
—Environment Law—Whenever a ~ is
brought before the Court, the Court is
bound to bear in mind Article 48-A of the
Constitution.# 5381
Procedural Law
—Environment Law—~—Applicability of.#
5380
Procedure established by
—law.# 6228
Procedure for
—Furlough—~.# 5251
Procedure of land.# 6228
Procedure.# 6227
—and powers of Designated Court.# 5589
—chapter 117 #
proceedings.# 5478
—Taking any other step in the ~.# 6328
Process.# 5352
processing
—Goods intended for use in the
manufacturing or ~.# 6051
procuring attendance of
—Assistant of the Court for ~ a witness.#
5672
Production of witnesses
—with or without the assistance of the
Court.# 5729
(SC-5)
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Professional activity
—and activity of commercial nature.#
6229

Profit motive.# 6229
profits
—Income, ~or gains .# 6071
prohibit
—Regulate and ~.# 6253
Prohibition on consumption
—of intoxicant.# 5292
Prohibition to use
—previous statements of witnesses under
Section 6 of Commission of Inquiry Act,
1952—No evidentiary value of report of
commission either in trial of criminal
case.# 5729
Project.# 6229
Projector.# 6229
Promotion .# 6230
Proof beyond
—reasonable doubt.# 6241
proof of
—Offence : ~.# 5560
Propagate .# 6230
proper
—Death sentence—Death sentence when
~.# 5495
—Lower sentence when ~.# 5506
properties
—Any sale held without leave of the
Court of any of the ~.# 5812
property derived
—Seizure of ~ or obtained from
Commission of Terrorist Act.# 5583
property.# 6230
—Settlement-Transfer of ~.# 6296
Proportionality
—The Doctrine of ~.# 6370
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Proprietor.# 6230
Prosecution evidence.# 5575
Prosecution of
—Violation by company—~.# 5655
Prosecution witness.# 5730
Prosecution.#
—has failed to establish the case against
the appellant beyond a reasonable
doubt.# 5732
—Punishment of false evidence.— ~
should not be ordered lightly.# 5430
—Sanction for ~.# 5590
—When ~ should insist on an
identification parade.# 5754
—When test identification parade cannot
be of any assistance to the ~.# 5754
—Where ~ fails to hold an identification.#
5760

provisions of
—Conviction for several offences at one
trial— Subject to the ~ Section 71, IPC
and other provisions.# 5492
—Subject to the ~ this Act .# 6281
provisions.#
—Conviction for several offences at one
trial— Subject to the provisions of
Section 71, IPC and other ~.# 5492
—Distinction of.# 5625
—Violation of.# 5625
prudence in consideration
—Reliability of evidence of an accomplice
witness—Rule of ~.# 5735
Public buildings.# 6231
Public good
—and interest must override
considerations of private good and
interest.# 5733

prosecutor
—Court not to assume role of a ~.# 5686

Public Hanging.# 5512
Public interest .# 6231

Protect the society
—Environment Law—Nature of
allegations—~ from the so-called
Environment Law— protectors.# 5353
Protection of
—the approver from criminal prosecution
on basis of his evidence.# 5732
—Witnesses.# 5737
Protection
—Human Rights ~ # 6063

Public Interest Litigation
—Contempt of Courts—~—Scope of.#
5334
—Court Can Examine The Previous
Record of Public Service Rendered by the
Organisation Bringing ~.# 5340
—Court Can Examine The Previous
Record of Public Service Rendered by the
Organisation Bringing ~—Court can
examine previous record.# 5340
—Environment Law—~—Entertainability
of.# 5380

protectors
—Environment Law—Nature of
allegations—Protect the society from the
so-called Environment Law— ~.# 5353
proved
—Unless the contrary is ~.# 6399
provided under
—Use of document ~.# 5751
Provision of section
—not complied with.# 5732
Provision.#
—Applicability of.# 5313
—Railway property—~—Scope of.# 5442
—Scope of.# 5446

public interest
—Document relating to affairs of State—
Claim of non-disclosure in ~.# 5689
Public life.# 6231
public meetings in
—Information regarding dates and places
of ~ connection with election.# 5714
public order
—Acting in any manner prejudicial to the
maintenance of ~.# .# 5795
—In the interest or ~.# 6085

(SC-5)

Subject Index
Public Prosecutor
—Incomplete investigation within 180
days : extension of time on report of ~.#
5622
public purpose.# 5793
—Acquired or requisitioned for a ~.#
5793
Public servant defined
—per Indian Penal Code.# 6241
Public servant in
—judicial proceeding corruptly making
report, etc. contrary to law. (Section
219)—Scope of the section.# 5729
Public servant
—Characteristics per Indian Penal
Code.# 6241
—Inquiry against ~.# 5423
—per Prevention of Corruption Act.#
6215
Public Service Rendered
—Court Can Examine The Previous
Record of ~ by the Organisation Bringing
Public Interest Litigation.# 5340
—Court Can Examine The Previous
Record of ~ by the Organisation Bringing
Public Interest Litigation—What are the
elements of public interest.# 5340
—Court Can Examine The Previous
Record of ~ by the Organisation Bringing
Public Interest Litigation—Court can
examine previous record.# 5340
Public service vehicle.# 633
Public service.# 6232
Public trial.# 6233
Public trust.# 6233
public welfare
—Regard for ~ is the basis of provisions
contained in.# 5734
Public.# 6231
publication of
—Taking part in the ~ any
advertisement.# 6329
punishable with
—Giving or fabricating false evidence
with intent to procure conviction of
offence ~ imprisonment for life or
(SC-5)
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imprisonment for a term of seven years
or more. (Section 195)—
Ingredients.#5431
—Giving or fabricating false evidence
with intent to procure conviction of
offence ~ imprisonment for life or
imprisonment for a term of seven years
or more. (Section 195)—Expediency of
prosecution.# 5431
—Giving or fabricating false evidence
with intent to procure conviction of
offence ~ imprisonment for life or
imprisonment for a term of seven years
or more. (Section 195)—Complaint.#
5431
punishable.# 6243
—Attempt ~.# 5489
—Ingredients of offence ~ under Section
5.# 5615
Punished.# 6233
Punishment #
—Explained.# 6236
—Intentional omission to give
information of offence by person bound
to inform. (Section 202)—~.# 5438
—Prisoner’s Right—Whether deterrence is
the main objective for ~.# 5421
Punishment of
—false evidence.—Evidence and proof.#
5430
—false evidence.—In any stage of judicial
proceeding.# 5429
—false evidence.—Intentionally.# 5764
—false evidence.—Sections 193 and
218.# 5430
—false evidence.—Sections 465, 193 and
196 Distinction.# 5430
—false evidence.—Sentence.# 6210
punitive detention
—Preventive detention and ~.# 6240
Punitive measures
—Custodial Violence—~ Ubi jus ibi
remedium.# 5326
Punjab police rules, 1934.
—chapter 129 # 5441
Purport.# 6235
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purported to
—Anything done or ~ be done.# 5812
purporting to act
—Acting or ~ in the discharge of official
duty.# 5795
purpose of #
—For the ~ the Act.# 6045
purpose of factory
—Buildings used for ~.# 5862
purpose of land
—Expenses for the ~.# 6016
Purposive interpretation.# 6235
put question to
—Power of Judge to ~ witnesses.#
5728
put questions to
—Court can permit a person, who calls a
witness, to ~ him.# 5686
PVC leather
—Textile-~.# 6368

R
R.P.F. officers
—Railway property—Statement or
confession to ~: use and value.# 5446
Railway Claims Tribunal.# 6246
Railway property #
—Bar to filing complaint by officer
inquiring.# 5445
—Investigation: accused entitled to
copies of statements, if.# 5445
—Offence—Determination of.# 5445
—Penalty for unlawful possession.# 5443
—Possession nature of.# 5443
—Provision—Scope of.# 5446
—Statement or confession to R.P.F.
officers: use and value.# 5446
—Unlawful possession of theft railway
property.# 5444
Railways act, 1890.
—chapter 132 # 5448

Q
Quashing a proceeding
—Preliminary—~ under TADA Act by
High Court under inherent power.# 5537
quasi-judicial power
—Administrative power and ~.# 5798

Raj. Law
—Tenant-per ~.# 6336
Ransom.# 6247
Rape.# 6260
Rape and Murder.# 5513
rape case
—Investigation in a ~.# 5485

Question
—not to be decided in an application for
injunction—Determination.# 5644
—whether any particular document
answers the description.# 5734

Rash act.# 6248
Rash or negligence act.# 6261

Question by party
—to his own witness.# 5733

Ratification.# 6260

question correctness of
—Third party stranger's jurisdiction to ~
conviction & sentence.# 5516
Question of matter
—of fact.# 6246
questions put to
—Safeguard to the compulsion of
answering ~ witness during criminal
proceedings.# 5737

Rashness.# 6248
—& Negligence & Carelessness.# 6248
ratio decidendi
—Obiter dictum/~.# 6185
Rayon fabrics.# 6250
reason
—Is determined for any ~.# 6091
—Or by any other ~.# 6192
reason to believe #
—Knowing or having ~.# 6115
—Knowledge and ~.# 6115
(SC-5)

Subject Index
reasonable doubt #
—Proof beyond ~.# 6241
—Prosecution has failed to establish the
case against the appellant beyond a ~.#
5481
Reasonable restriction.# 6251
Reasonable.# 6251

Recovery of
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
screen offender (Section 201)—~ ead body
at the instance of accused.# 5435
—Order for the ~ possession of any
premises .# 6192
Recovery of gun.# 5576

reasons
—Special and adequate ~.# 6312

Reduction.# 5513

receiver sets
—Broadcast television ~.# 5859

Reduction of
—Sentence—~.# 5609

Recital.# 6252
recognition
—Affiliation and ~.# 5800

Re-examination.# 5671
re-examination of witness
—Application for ~.# 5671

Recognize .# 6252

refer to
—Allowing witness to ~ account books
and the documents.# 5668

record
—Mistake apparent from the ~.# 6153
Record of
—The ~ the Case.# 6371
recorded by police
—TADA offence : conviction on sole eyewitness and confessional statement ~.#
5562
recorded by
—Confessional statement—~ Police
Officer—Substantive piece of evidence.#
5602
recorded under
—Confession—~—Admissibility.# 5548
Recording
—confessional statement of TADA
offender.# 5608

Reflection on conduct
—of prosecuting agencies for nonexamination of witnesses.# 5735
Regard for
—public welfare is the basis of provisions
contained in.# 5734
registered
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—
Complaints filed by informant being
proceeded withComplaint based on
same facts and allegations on which first
information report was ~Magistrate
cannot take cognizance of any offence.#
5438
Registration of case.# 5576

recording information
—Condition precedent to ~ about
commission of TADA offence.# 5624

Regulate
—and prohibit.# 6253

Recording of
—Confession.# 5894
—Confessional statement—Challenge to
~.# 5548
Recording of Contradictions.# 5734

Rehabilitation.# 6253
—Scheme of ~.# 6286

Recording of offence.# 5629
recording statement of
—Delay in ~ witness who wrote dying
declaration.# 5688
(SC-5)
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Rehabilitation of Prostitutes
—Locus Standi— ~.# 5406

rejected by
—Where claim of privilege ~ Supreme
Court.# 5757
Relate.# 6253
Related witness.# 5735
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related
—Interested and ~.# 6081
relating to
—Unpublished official records ~ any
affairs of State.# 5751
relation to sale
—Integrated activities in ~.# 6269
relations
—Where ~ between accused and his
superiors were strained.# 5761
Release
—of accused.# 5265
Release
—on probation—Grounds of.#5265
Release of Prisoners
—Women prisoners have their child in
prison—Right of.# 5260
Release on
—furlough—Scope of.# 5250
Release on furlough—~.# 5250
Release on probation
—Claim of.# 5262
release on probation
—Power of Court to ~—Scope.# 5264
relevance in
—Apprehension that disclosure may
adversely affect head of department etc.
has no ~ the matter.# 5671
Relevant date to
—determine age of accused.# 5265
Reliability of evidence
—of an accomplice witness—Rule of
prudence in consideration.# 5735
reliance on
—Confessional statement, ~.# 5548
Religion.# 6253
remain in force
—Shall ~ until further orders.# 6301
Remdition of
—Account.#6254
Remission.# 5252
Remission.# 5252
Removal under bsf act.
—chapter 141.#

Remuneration.# 6254
Remuneration of prisoners
—Prisoner’s Right—~.# 5416
Rendered by
—Court Can Examine The Previous
Record of Public Service ~ the
Organisation Bringing Public Interest
Litigation.# 5340
—Court Can Examine The Previous
Record of Public Service ~ the
Organisation Bringing Public Interest
Litigation—What are the elements of
public interest.# 5340
—Court Can Examine The Previous
Record of Public Service ~ the
Organisation Bringing Public Interest
Litigation—Court can examine previous
record.# 5340
Rent.# 6254
Reparation
—Prisoner’s Right—~—Meaning of.# 5413
repeal
—Preliminary—Continuance of trial of
offence after ~.# 5535
Repeal of
—an act.# 6255
Repeal of TADA
—Preliminary—~ : effect on pending
proceedings.# 5533
report of commission
—Prohibition to use previous statements
of witnesses under Section 6 of
Commission of Inquiry Act, 1952—No
evidentiary value of ~ either in trial of
criminal case.# 5729
Report
—and Statement.# 6255
report of
—the Commissions appointed under
Commission of Inquiry Act,1952—Held to
be of no evidentiary value in trial of
criminal cases.# 5622
reports
—Where the ~ were written by witnesses
themselves.# 5762

(SC-5)

Subject Index
Representation
—Competent authority.# 5639
—Determination of.# 5445
—Scope of.#5587
—Scope.# 5308
represented by
—Right to be ~ lawyer.# 5423
Request.# 6255
required by law
—Issuing or signing false certificate.
(Section 197)—Issues or signs any
certificate ~ to be given or signed.# 5432
Requirement
—Passing off action—~.# 5643
Requirements of
—Custodial Violence—Arrest—~.# 5323
requisitioned for
—Acquired or ~ a public purpose.# 5793
Res Judicata.# 6249
Rescuing of
—Human Rights—Child Prostitution—~.#
5391
Reserve.# 6255
Restraints on
—Human Rights—~ personal liberty.#
5386
Restrict or modify.# 6256
Restriction .# 6255
resulted in
—Circumstances of the transaction,
which ~ his death.# 5950
resulting in death
—Circumstances of transaction ~.# 5950
Resumption.# 6256
Retrenched
—and Retrenchment.# 6257
Retrenchment #
—Retrenched and ~.# 6257
retrospective
—Section 20-A if ~.# 5627
Retrospective operation.# 6257
Returned candidate.# 6257
returned
—Avoid an income as ~.# 5832
(SC-5)
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Revealing Serious
—Scandal in Functioning of Some
Subordinate Court.# 5422
—Scandal in Functioning of Some
Subordinate Court—Power of High
Court.# 5422
—Scandal in Functioning of Some
Subordinate Court—Inquiry.# 5422
—Scandal in Functioning of Some
Subordinate Court—FIR.# 5422
Review
—Meaning of.# 6261
Review of
—Evidence.# 6250
revision
—Appeal and ~.# 5814
Right of
—cross-examination.# 5687
—Release of Prisoners—Women prisoners
have their child in prison—~.# 5260
Right of action
—having not a trade mark registered on
the date of suit—Effect.# 5643
Right of prisoners
—Prisoner’s Right—~—Delay is trials.#
5420
Right title
—and interest.# 6257
Right to free legal services.
—chapter 152 # 5472
Right to life
—Environment Law—~—Negligence by
Government.# 5357
—Human Rights—~ of Prisoners.# 5389
—Human Rights—~.# 5384
—Prisoner’s Right—~ of prisoners.# 5416
Right to speedy
—Human Rights—~ criminal trial.# 5393
Right to
—be represented by lawyer.# 5423
Rigor mortis.# 6250
Rigour of order
—Environment Law—~—Ban old
vehicle.# 5353
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river Ganga
—Environment Law—Discharge of
effluents in ~.# 5352
Role
—and duty of court during trial.# 5757
Role in
—Environment Law—Evolution of New
Law—~ the process of social
transformation.# 5352
Royalty.# 6257
Rule of
—construction .# 6258
—Law.# 6258
Rule of prudence
—Reliability of evidence of an accomplice
witness—~ in consideration.# 5735

Sales Tax
—Excise duty and ~.# 6015
Same case.# 6292
Same offence.#
same title
—Litigating under the ~.# 6129
Same transaction-per CrPC.# 6294
Sanction for prosecution
—Terrorism.# 5576
Sanction.# 6269
—and direction.# 6295
Sanction for
—Prosecution.# 5576

Rulings of
—Apex Court.# 5254

Sanction under Section
—132, Cr. P.C. on consideration of
inquiry commission report.# 5424
Sanctioned.# 6284

Rustic witnesses.# 5737

Sanction-per TADA.# 6294

Ryotwari Settlement.# 6258

Sand.# 6285
Sand dune.# 6285

S
S.T. Laws
—Turnover-per ~.# 6392
sacred by
—Any object, held ~ any class of
persons.# 5840
Safeguard to
—the compulsion of answering questions
put to witness during criminal
proceedings.# 5737
Sairathi Interest.# 6366
Salami.# 6266
Salary.# 6266
Salary and Wages.# 6266
Sale.# 6267
—Any ~ held without leave of the Court of
any of the properties.# 5812
Sale and Sold.# 6269
Sale in
—course of inter-State trade.# 6268

Sanitary fittings.# 6270
satisfactory
—Where Judge felt unable to accept
evidence of identification in Court as ~.#
5760
satisfied before issuing
—Introduction—Essential ingredients to
be ~ any direction on public interest
Litigation.# 5318
Satisfied.# 6270
Sawing.# 6285
Sawmill.# 6286
Scandal in
—Revealing Serious ~ Functioning of
Some Subordinate Court.# 5422
—Revealing Serious ~ Functioning of
Some Subordinate Court—Power of High
Court.# 5422
—Revealing Serious ~ Functioning of
Some Subordinate Court—Inquiry.# 5422
Scandal in Functioning
—Revealing Serious ~ of Some
Subordinate Court—FIR.# 5422

Sale of Goods.# 6269
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Subject Index
Scheduled Castes.# 6286
Scheme of
—Rehabilitation.# 6286
Schizophrenia.# 6286
Science.# 6270
Scope for
—Presumption—~.# 6235
Scope and nature
—Introduction—~ of Public Interest
Litigation.# 5317
Scope of # 5738
—Contempt of Courts—Public Interest
Litigation—~.# 5334
—Principle and ~ the section.# 5729
—Provision—~.# 6230
—Railway property—Provision—~.# 5442
—the section.# 5738
scope #
—‘A bank’ and ‘the bank’—Meaning and
~.# 5846
—Applicability—~.# 5263
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
screen offender (Section 201)—
Applicability and ~.# 5434
—Interested witness—~.# 6106
—Maintainability of appeal—~.# 5267
—Power of Court to release on
probation—~.# 5264
—Principal and ~.# 5728
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to ~
(Section 201)—Applicability and scope.#
5434
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
~(Section 201)—Interpretation of
section.# 5434
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to ~
(Section 201)—Whoever causes any
evidence of the commission of that
offence to disappear.# 5435
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to ~
(Section 201)— Knowing or having reason
to believe.# 5435
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
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offence, or giving false information to ~
(Section 201)—Principal offence must
have been committed.# 5435
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to ~
(Section 201)—Recovery of dead body at
the instance of accused.# 5435
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
~(Section 201)—Evidence.# 5435
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to ~
(Section 201)—No allegation in complaint
except mentioning number of section.#
5437
—Causing disappearance of evidence of
offence, or giving false information to
~(Section 201)—Punishment.# 5437
Screening Committee to
—Preliminary—~ review TADA case.#
5537
scrupulous care in
—Heads of departments to act with ~
exercising their right under.# 5708
scrutiny
—On the date fixed for ~.# 6193
Search
—Discovery- ~.# 5996
Search and seizure
—in presence of Gazetted Officer.# 5482
—not in accordance with provisions.#
5482
search of accused
—Arrest and ~.# 5482
Seasonal Workman.# 6287
Second appeal.# 6287
Second offence.# 6270
Secondary evidence.# 6288
Secret Voting.# 6288
Secrete.# 6271
sections of
—Fundamental Rights to Trade and
Business—Legal support to the poor and
disadvantaged ~the community.#
Secularism.# 6289
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Secured debt.# 6289
Secured indirectly.# 6271
Security.# 6289
Sedition.# 6290
Seduce.# 6289
Seed.# 6289
Seigniorage.# 6290
Seizure of
—property derived or obtained from
Commission of Terrorist Act.# 5583
seizure memo to
—Non-supply of copy of ~ detenue.#
5485
Seizure of passport
—Effect of.# 5485
seizure proceedings
—Presence of accused at complainant’s
house as witness to search and ~.# 5485
Select.# 6290
semi-skilled
—Skilled, ~ or unskilled.# 6307
sentence
—Criminal proceedings ~.# 5737
—enhancement of.# 5616
—Reduction of.# 5606
—Sufficient evidence—~.# .5578
—Chapter 157 #
sentence by
—Appeal—Maintainability—Appeal from
and confirmation of death ~ Designated
Court.# 5585
sentence of imprisonment
—Place of execution of ~ for life—
Determination.# 5258
sentencing power
—Trial procedure as of Sessions Court :
~.# 5591
serious injuries
—Where witnesses obtained ~ at the
occurrence.# 5763
service 5917
—In the ~ or pay of the Government . #
6086
—per Consumer Law.6292#

—Service-Contract of Service and
Contract for ~.# 6291
—Termination of ~.6356#
Service and Contract for 6291
—Service-Contract of ~ Service. # 6291
Service Conditions.# 6291
Service-Contract of
—Service and Contract for Service.# 6291
Serving
—under Government.# 6292
Sessions Court
—Trial procedure as of ~ sentencing
power.# 5591
Set off. #5515
Set up. # 5515
Settlement. # 6295
Settlement-Transfer of
—property. # 6296
several offences
—Conviction for ~ at one trial— Subject
to the provisions of Section 71, IPC and
other provisions. # 5492
—Conviction for ~ at one trial. # 5492
—Conviction for ~ at one trial—
Applicability. # 5492
sexual act
—Consent ~.5897#
Sexual Assault. # 6319
Sexual harassment.6318#
Sexual.# 63718
Shadow of
—doubt. # 6319
Shall also.# 6319
Shall and may.# 6272
Shall be punishable.# 6320
Shall.# 6278
Sham Transaction.# 6301
Shamilat deh.# 6301
Share.# 6302
Share allotment.# 6302
share in 6081
—Interest or ~ any contract .# 6081
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Shared Household.# 6302
Sharp.# 6302
Sheets.# 6302
Ship.# 6273
Shop.# 6273
Shop-cum-flat.# 6303
Showing cause.# 6274
Shyebiatship.# 6304
Sign .# 6274
Signed 6304
Signed by
—Parties.# 6304
Similar.# 6275
similar allowances 6193
—Other ~.# 6193
similar intention
—Common intention and ~.# 5992
singled out in
—False statement made in declaration
which is by law receivable as evidence.
(Section 199)—No specific averment ~
complaint.# 5432
Sir.# 6275
Sketch map
—prepared by Sub-Inspector.# 5739
Skilled
—semi-skilled or unskilled.# 6306
Sky-sign
—per B.M.C. Act.# 6307
smuggling
—Accused person ~.# 5838
so-called
—Environment Law—Nature of
allegations—Protect the society from the
~ Environment Law— protectors.# 5353
Social Order.# 6307

~.# 5390
—Touching the business of the ~.# 6393
Software #
—Hard Disk, Platter.# 6308
Solatium.#
sold
—Bought and ~.# 5858
sole eye-witness
—TADA offence : conviction on ~ and
confessional statement recorded by
police.#
5562
Solemnization of
—Marriage .# 6275
Solitary eye-witness.# 5740
Son .# 6275
Soon Before.# 6310
Sovereighnty .#
—and acts of State.# 6312
Special and adequate 6312
—reasons.# 6312
Special and local
—law .# 6275
special Court 6284
Special permission .# 6276
Special reasons .# 6276
—Adequate and ~.# 5339
Specially appointed .# 6276
Specially.# 6313
Specie .# 6276
Species of
—bovine cattle .# 6276
Specific .# 6277
Speech and Expression
—Freedom of ~.# 6032

social transformation
—Environment Law—Evolution of New
Law—Role in the process of ~.# 5352

Speedy Trial.# 6314
spot
—Where accused were arrested on the
~.# 5757

society
—Human Rights—Human rights of
neglected and exploited segments of the

spouses
—Communication between ~ during
marriage.# 5682
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stage of
—Punishment of false evidence.—In any
~ judicial proceeding.# 5429
Standardise .# 6277
stands on
—Confession of co-accused ~ a lower
level than accomplice evidence.# 5683
Stare decisis.# 6314
State .# 6277
—Civil service of the ~.# 5917
—per Dentists Act.# 6315
state of conduct
—Cruelty ~.# 5962
stated earlier
—Statements made under Section 167,
Cr. P.C.—Corroborative of what ~.# 5741
stated to
—Where statement before committal
Court was ~ have been given under police
pressure.# 5761
Statement .#
—Railway property—~ or confession to
R.P.F. officers: use and value.# 5446
—Report and ~.# 6255
—Where ~ before committal Court was
stated to have been given under police
pressure.# 5761
Statement by witness
—at identification parade.# 5740
Statement considered to
—be in admissible.# 5740
Statement made
—before a Commissioner.# 5741
Statement made by
—a person or witness.# 5741
Statement of fact.# 6278
Statement of witness.# 5742
Statement on
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—~ oath
falsely supporting prosecution case.#
5439
Statements made
—before the police.# 5741

Statements made
—under Section 167, Cr. P.C.—
Corroborative of what stated earlier.#
5741
statements of witnesses
—General bar against use of ~ made
before police during investigation.# 5708
Status .# 6278
—and Constitution .# 6279
—and Statutory Instrument .# 6279
Statutes
—Constitution and ~.# 5927
—Designated Court—power to try
offences under other ~.# 5586
Statutory Bail.# 6315
Statutory body .# 6279
Statutory Instrument
—Statute and ~.# 6279
Statutory tenant .# 6280
Stay order .# 6280
step in
—Taking any other ~ the proceedings.#
6328
stock exchange
—Each such ~.# 6004
Stolen property.# 6320
strained
—Where relations between accused and
his superiors were ~.# 5761
stranger's jurisdiction
—Third party ~ to question correctness of
conviction & sentence.# 5516
Street .# 6280
Stridhana. # 6320
stronger
—When evidence of identification
becomes ~.# 5754
struck off
—Defence ~.# 5975
Sub-Inspector
—Sketch map prepared by ~.# 5739
Subject to
—any order by the competent Court .#
6281
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—Conviction for several offences at one
trial— ~ the provisions of Section 71, IPC
and other provisions.# 5492
—the provisions of this Act .# 6281
Submission of record
—Death sentence—~ to High Court for
confirmation of death sentence.# 5498
Subordinate Court
—Revealing Serious Scandal in
Functioning of Some ~—Power of High
Court.# 5244
—Revealing Serious Scandal in
Functioning of Some ~—Inquiry.# 5244
—Revealing Serious Scandal in
Functioning of Some ~—FIR.# 5244
subscribed
—Signed or ~.# 6305
Subsidy.#
substantial cause
—Other ~.# 6194
Substantive piece of
—Confessional statement—recorded by
Police Officer—~ evidence.# 5548
—FIR recorded under Section 154,
Cr.P.C. is not a ~ evidence.# 5483
—Substitution of opinion of ~.# 4753
Substitution of opinion
—of medical expert.# 5743
Substitution of rule.# 6228
subversive
—Criminal conspiracy for ~ and terrorist
activities.# 5550
Such conditions.# 6282
such land
—Any right in or over ~.# 5811
Sudden Fight
—& Undue Advantage.# 6316
Sudden quarrel.# 5515
Sufficiency of
—evidence.# 6317
Sufficient evidence
—Sentence.# 5578
Sufficient ground.# 6317
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sufficient to
—Where lantern light considered to be ~
identify appellant.# 5760
Sufficing material for
—detention order—Determination.# 5978
suggestion of prosecution
—Simply because witness not concurring
with ~ would not make witness hostile.#
5739
Suicide.# 6322
Supari.# 3618
superiors
—Where relations between accused and
his ~ were strained.# 5761
supporting prosecution case
—False charge of offence made with
intent to injury. (Section 211)—Statement
on oath falsely ~.# 5439
supposed to
—Any person ~ be acquainted.# 5841
Suppression of mischief.# 6318
Supreme Court
—Appeal to ~: transfer of appeal to High
Court, if.# 5613
—Appeal—Maintainability—Trial by
Designated Court : direct appeal to ~.#
5613
—Effect.# 5643
—New plea of delay and laches in filing
application for injunction in ~—Effect.#
5643
—Where claim of privilege rejected by ~.#
5757
surplus
—Capital paid in ~.# 5874
Suspension.# 5515
Suspicious circumstances
—Confession—~.# 5600
Sustainability
—Investigation by CBI—~.# 5651
T
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T.A.L. Act
—Transfer of land-per Pepsu ~.# 6347

Takes and entices.#

TADA accused for
—Designated Court—may not convict the
~ offences under any other law—Validity
of.# 5586

Taking cognizance.# 6362
Taking cognizance of
—an offence-per CPC.# 6363
—offence.#
—offence-per CrPC.# 6329
Taking out of
—India.# 6329

TADA Act
—Possession-per ~.# 6209
—Preliminary—Invocation of ~ when
incriminating act answers ordinary
criminal law.# 5536
—Preliminary—Legislative Competence of
~.# 5536
—Preliminary—Quashing a proceeding
under ~ by High Court under inherent
power.# 5537
TADA case
—Preliminary—Screening Committee to
review ~.# 5537
TADA detenus
—Bail to ~.# 5616
TADA Offence
—Attachment of property obtained by
Commission of ~.# 5582
—Condition precedent to recording
information about commission of ~.#
5624
—conviction on sole eye-witness and
confessional statement recorded by
police.# 5562
—High Court's power to grant bail.# 5623
—Preliminary—~ : inference by High
Court in writ jurisdiction.# 5537
TADA Offender
—Bail to ~.# 5618
—Bail to ~—duty of Designated Court.#
5618
—Bail to ~—for non submission of
charge-sheet.# 5619
—Recording confessional statement of
~.# 5608
Taj Mahal.# 6327
Take.# 6327
Take proceedings.# 5439
taken possession of
—Acquired or ~.# 5793

Taking and retaining.# 6328

Taking part in
—the publication of any advertisement.#
6329
Taking possession
—or acquisition .6329#
Tamashuk sarti kebala.# 6329
Tamliknama.# 6330
Tarwad.# 6330
Tax # 6330
—and imposition of tax.# 6331
—Fee as distinguished from ~.# 6333
Tax due.# 6131
Tax payable.# 6332
Taxable event
—taxable person and taxable goods.#
6332
taxable goods
—Taxable event, taxable person and ~.#
6332
taxable person
—Taxable event, ~ and taxable goods.#
6332
Taxation.# 6332
Tea/instant Tea.# 6333
Teaching institution.# 6333
Technical.# 6333
Technical Service 6333
—Professional Service.# 6333
Telegraph line.# 6334
Temple.# 6334
Temporary
—/officiating.# 6335
—and officiating.# 6335
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Tenant
—Deemed ~.# 5979
—or any person residing with tenant.#
6336
—per Bombay Rates Law.# 6336
—per Delhi Rent Law.# 6336
—per Raj. Law.# 6336
—per W.B. Rent Law.# 6336
—Tenant or any person residing with ~.#
6336

Terrorist Act
—Ambit of ~.# 5547
—Determination.# 5578
—Seizure of property derived or obtained
from Commission of ~.# 5583
—What is?.# 5579

Tenant at sufferance
—and Tenant holding over.# 6335

Terrorist Act/terrorism.# 6360

Tenant holding over
—Tenant at sufferance and ~.# 6335
Tender.# 6335
tender of pardon.#
—Effect of ~ on accused.# 5690
tendered to
—Forfeiture of pardon ~ and accepted by
accused.# 5707
tenure holder
—Tenure and ~.# 6354
Tenure #
—and tenure holder.# 6354
Term loan.# 6354
terminal tax
—Octroi and ~.# 6190
Terminals
—per Indian Railway Act.# 6355
Termination of
—service.# 6356
Terminus.# 6356
Terms.# 6356
Terraced house.# 6356
Territorial Jurisdiction.# 6356
Territory.# 6357
Territory of
—India.# 6357
Terrorism # 6358
—Act of.#
—Definition.# 5545
—definition—Criminal Conspiracy.# 5553
—meaning.# 5543

—Sanction for prosecution—~.# 5590
—Terrorist activity—~.# 6361

Terrorist act.# 5578
Terrorist Act/terrorism.# 6360
Terrorist activities .#
—Abetment.# 5777
—Criminal conspiracy for subversive and
~.# 5550
—Meaning of.# 5555
Terrorist activity 5288
—Terrorism.# 6331
Terrorist and Disruptive
—activities.# 5562
Terrorist and Terrorism.# 6365
Test Identification.# 6365
test identification parade
—Identification at ~ is the highest
corroborative piece of evidence.# 5711
—When ~ cannot be of any assistance to
the prosecution.# 5754
Testamentary disposition.# 6366
Testimonial compulsion.# 6366
Testimony of approver.# 5743
Testimony of witness.# 5477
Testimony of
—hostile witness to be discarded
entirely.# 5744
—Where FIR lent corroboration to ~ a
witness.# 5758
Textile Committee Act
—Textile-per ~.# 6367
Textile # 6366
—Cloth & yarn.# 6367
—per Textile Committee Act.# 6367
—PVC leather.# 6368
Textiles-Carpets.# 6368
That income.# 6368
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That is to say.# 6369
That tax.# 6370

to spouse
—Cruelty ~.# 5905

Thavazhee.# 6370
The bank.# 6370
—the same title .# 6129

To state.# 6381
To the extent of.# 6381

Theft.# 6372

To work as.# 6382

Theft of
—Electrical Energy.# 6373
theft railway property
—Railway property—Unlawful possession
of ~.# 5444

Tobacco.# 6382

Theft-Financial.# 6373
Thereafter.# 6374
Therein.# 6374
Thereon.# 6375
Thereupon.# 6375
Thing.# 6375
Things done.# 6375
third party
—Locus Standi—Petition by ~.# 5606
thirty days
—Not earlier then ~.# 6182
This Act.# 6371
Threat.# 6375
Three multiples.# 6373
Ticket.# 6377

To win.# 6382

Toddy shop.# 6382
Toll.# 6383
Toll-thorough.# 6383
Toll-traverse.# 6383
Tort.# 6384
Tortious liability.# 6384
Torture.# 5926
Total disablement.# 6337
Total income.# 6338
Town Planning Scheme.# 6339
Trade.# 6340
trade
—Business or ~.# 5864
Trade and Commerce # 6083
Trade association.# 6342
trade discount # 6342
—Cash a ~.# 5878
Trade Mark.# 6342

Timber.# 6378
time of assessment
—At the ~.# 5831

trade mark on 5645
trade mark registered on 5646
trade mark registered 5643
Trader.# 6344

time on report 5831
Time requisite.# 6379

Trading corporation.# 6344
Traditional occupation.# 6344

time
—Any other law for the ~ being in force.#
5833
—At or about the ~.# 5844

Traditions of
—the court.# 6344

To act.# 6383
To be a witness.# 6380
To correspond.# 6381
To ply for hire.# 6381
To satisfy itself.# 6381

Trailors.# 6344
Train-Accident.# 6345
Tramways.# 6345
transaction # 6345
transactions# 5757
Transfer #
—and partition.# 6346
—Any mode of ~.# 5809
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—Appointment and ~.# 5816
—delivery or supply.# 6349
—per I.T. Act.# 6349
Transfer of
—Judge.# 6346
—land.# 6347
transfer of appeal
—Appeal to Supreme Court : ~ to High
Court, if.# 5613
Transfer of case 4310
Transfer of Custody
—Preliminary—~ from judicial to Police or
vice versa.# 5539
Transfer of land 6347
—per Pepsu T.A.L. Act.# 6347
Transfer of ownership.# 6347
Transfer of property.# 6347
Transfer of Undertaking.# 6378
Transfer-per T.P.
—& Cont. Act.# 6349
Transit.# 6349
Transparency.# 6350
Transport vehicle.# 6350
Transportation for
—life.# 6350
Trap witness.# 5747
Travelling Allowance.# 6350
treated as hostile
—When witness not ~.# 5755
treating Doctor in
—Value of communication by the patient
to the ~ evidence.# 5752
Tree.# 6350
Trespass.# 6351
Trespasser.# 6352
Trial by 5585
Trial commenced.# 6393
Trial of
—an election petition.# 5750
—Prohibition to use previous statements
of witnesses under Section 6 of
Commission of Inquiry Act, 1952—No
evidentiary value of report of commission
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either in ~ criminal case.# 5727
—Report of the Commissions appointed
under Commission of Inquiry Act,1952—
Held to be of no evidentiary value in ~
criminal cases.# 5736
trial of offence
—Preliminary—Continuance of ~ after
repeal.# 5536
Trial procedure as of
—Sessions Court : sentencing power.#
5591
Trial #
—per Gujarat Municipality Act.# 6395
—Role and duty of court during ~.# 5737
Trial-Election Law.# 6396
Tribe.# 6396
tribunal.# 6387
—Arising out of order of the ~.# 5818
—Court and ~.# 9535
Tribute.# 6388
Tried/trial.# 6389
Trivector meter.# 6389
Trivial offence.# 6389
True copy # 6390
—per Election Law.# 6390
Trust.# 6390
Trust-Advocate.# 6391
Trust-public
—charitable trust.# 6391
Trustworthy evidence of
—Police Constable.# 5051
truth and falsehood
—Where ~ are intermingled.# 5762
Turmeric.# 6391
Turnover # 6391
—per S.T. Laws.# 6392
Twenty months wages.# 6393
two different Acts
—Offence under ~.# 5516
Two parts
—Confession—~.# 5706
Two witnesses.# 5751
Typewriter ribbons.# 6393
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Tyre cord fabric.# 6393
U
Ubi jus ibi remedium
—Custodial Violence—Punitive measures
: ~.# 5326
unauthorised arms
—Possession of—~.# 5760

use and value
—Railway property—Statement or
confession to R.P.F. officers: ~.# 5456
use in
—Goods intended for ~ the
manufacturing or processing .# 6051
Use of
—Confession—~ against co-accused.#
5602
—previous statements.# 5751

Uncorroborated confessional
—Conviction—~.# 5580

Use of document
—provided under.# 5751

Uncorroborated testimony of
—approver risky to base conviction.#
5751

use of sale
—Consumption ~ therein.# 5930

Under trial prisoners.# 5254
Undue Advantage
—Sudden Fight & ~.# 6316
Undue advantage.# 6398
Unlawful Assembly.# 6398
unlawful possession
—Railway property—Penalty for ~.# 5443
Unlawful possession of
—Railway property—~ theft railway
property.# 5444
Unless the contrary
—is proved.# 6399
unlicensed fire-arm
—Possession of—~ in area notified under
TADA.# 5574
Unnatural Death.# 6399
uno falsus in
—Falsus in ~ omnibus .# 6029
—Falsus in ~ omnibus—Inapplicability.#
6047
Unpublished official records
—relating to any affairs of State.# 5751
unregistered trade mark
—Assignment of ~—Effect.# 5649
unskilled
—Skilled, semi-skilled or ~.# 6306
use
—Consumption and ~.# 5929

Use of statement
—made in FIR.# 5752
—General bar against ~ of witnesses
made before police during investigation.#
5708
used for corroborating
—FIR can be ~ Contradicting or
discrediting its author.# 5707
used in TADA
—Word harbours ~.# 5565
user in civil
—Evidence before commission: bar to ~
and criminal proceeding.# 5424
Using evidence knowing
—to be false. (Section 196)—Corruptly
uses or attempts to use as true or
genuine evidence.# 5431
—to be false. (Section 196)—Sections 193
and 199 : Distinction.# 5431
utilised
—Where High Court ~ a contradiction in
the evidence of hostile witness.# 5758
V
Validity of #
—Designated Court—may not convict the
TADA accused for offences under any
other law—~.# 5586
—detention order—Determination.# 5978
—Determination order—~.# 5978
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Value of
—brother's evidence.# 5752
—hostile witness.# 5752
—Vital factor in determining the ~
identification parades.# 5753

W.B. Rent Law
—Tenant-per ~.# 6336

Value of communication
—by the patient to the treating Doctor in
evidence.# 5752

Waging of war.# 6403

value of subject-matter
—Amount or ~ in dispute.# 5804
Veracity of
—the witness.# 5753
vice versa
—Preliminary—Transfer of Custody from
judicial to Police or ~.# 5539
victim
—Witness being class-fellow of ~.# 5763
view taken by
—High Court not agreeing with the ~
Judge—No ground to reverse order of
acquittal.# 5709
Violation by company
—Prosecution of.# 5655
Violation of# 5625
Vires of
—Preliminary—~ the Act.# 5539
Vital factor in
—determining the value of identification
parades.# 5753
vocation
—Business profession ~ or occupation.#
5865
Void
—Meaning of.# 6400
Voluntary and truthful
—Confession—~ confession.# 5558
Voluntary confession
—Determination.# 5609
Voluntary nature
—Confession—Admissibility of—~.# 5595
Voluntary statement.#
—Confessional statement—~.# 5607
W
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Wage rates for
—Prisoner’s Right—~ prisoners.# 5420
Waqf Act
—Therein-per ~.# 6374
Waste land .# 6403
Water and air pollution
—Duty of Court.# 5657
way of
—In the ~ his business .# 6086
weapon without licence
—Possession of—~.# 5575
Weapon #
—Acquittal—~—Failure to prove
possession of.# 5566
—Possession of—~.# 5634
Well-accepted
—principle of assessment of evidence.#
5753
Where witness
—declared hostile.# 5763
Whoever 5438
wife
—Disclosure in evidence of
communications made by husband to the
~.# 5688
Wildlife.# 6403
Wilful.# 6403
Wilfully.# 6407
wilfully allowing
—Wilfully suffering and ~.# 6407
Wilfully suffering
—and wilfully alowing.# 6407
Wilful-wilfully.# 6407
Without delay.# 6408
Without Prejudice.# 6408
Witneses.# 6404
—Assistant of the Court for procuring
attendance of a ~.# 5672
—being class-fellow of victim.# 5763
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—Case where was delay of about 56 days
in recording police statement of the ~.#
5673
—Criminal Prosecution—When ~ is
cross-examined.# 5686
—Delay in recording statement of ~ who
wrote dying declaration.# 5688
—Identification of the accused by the ~.#
5711
—must be given opportunity to explain
the contradictions : 5764
—Oral testimony of a ~.# 5723
—Previous statement of ~ before another
person.# 5728
—Production of ~.# 5249
—Safeguard to the compulsion of
answering questions put to ~ during
criminal proceedings.# 5737
—Simply because ~ not concurring with
suggestion of prosecution would not
make witness hostile.# 5739
—Veracity of the ~.# 5753
—When ~ not treated as hostile.# 5755
—When a ~ is permitted to be crossexamined on behalf of prosecution.#
5755
—Where accused person known to the
~.# 5756
—Where FIR lent corroboration to
testimony of a ~.# 5758
—Conduct of the ~.# 5683
—Honest and truthful ~.# 5709
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